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Friend, says he, the taxes are indeed very heavy; and if those laid on by
government were the only ones we had to pay, we might more easily discharge them; but

we have many others and much more grievous to some of us. We are taxed twice as much
by our idleness, three times as much by our pride and four times as much by our folly; and
for these taxes the commissioners cannot ease or deliver us, by allowing an abatement.

However let us hearken to good advice, and something may be done for us; " God helps

those that help themselves," as Poor Richard says.

- Father Abraham in

The Wav to Wealth

by Benjamin Franklin
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I. INTRODUCTION:

A. Problem Statement

For the past 16 years, the U.S. Congress has officially acknowledged the cultural

importance of the historic environment through its creation of tax incentives designed to

promote investment in the rehabilitation of historic structures. Since their inception,

historic rehabilitation tax incentives have resulted in the investment of over $15 biUion in

the rehabilitation of nearly 24,000 building projects. The level of this activity has not been

stable however. As the following graph indicates, historic rehabiUtation activity has

fluctuated dramatically, both in terms of dollars and number of projects undertaken.
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vehicle has lost its appeal with investors.

To an extent, the decline in historic rehabilitation activity is just a sign of the slowdown in

the overall level of construction activity that has also occurred during this period. The

following chart represent the level of construction activity in small to medium sized

residential and commercial projects.
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Source: Urban Land Institute Development Trends 1991

This data does indicate a slowdown in construction activity, but nowhere near the

percentage magnitude affecting historic rehabilitation.

It is suggested that the decline in both new and rehabilitation construction is a direct result

of the changes instituted by the Tax Reform Act of 1986 QEAM). As a result of TRAM,

"overnight, real estate investments became uneconomic. Investors were forced to dump





their stakes, and in the sinking market hurt the lenders that had financed the deals. As the

financial system's weakest link, the savings and loans were the first big

casualty."[Roberts.18]

However, it is just as likely that the TRA86 simply expedited the inevitable. In fact, it is

suggested that the tax incentives for real estate development (historic rehabilitation

incentives included) allowed developers to undertake projects simply because of their tax

benefits, and not because those projects made economic sense. As a result, developers

overbuilt to a level that the market could not support, hastening the downturn in

construction activity. This situation has led some to conclude that "changing

demographics, slow growth prospects for the economy, and the overbuilt [real estate]

situation all suggest that the move out of this current slump will be a slow and a gradual

one."[Roberts.l8] Therefore, investors who gambled on buildings with favorable after tax

investment returns, but little in the way of solid economic credentials, found themselves

losing all their equity value. Tax reform or not, this status may not have been avoidable.

With this background in mind, it would be prudent for any investor, and particularly for

investors in historic rehabilitations, to make their investment decision based on sound

economic projections, independent of tax incentives.

This warning aside, it cannot be ignored that tax incentives have played a great part in

attracting investment capital to historic rehabilitation, and that TRA86 had a significant

impact upon historic preservation. This issue has implications on a level beyond the fate of

any individual building. Preservation tax incentives are, above all. an alternative approach

to urban development. During the post-war period, city planners employed a strategy of

"urban renewal" in an attempt to clean up blighted urban areas. Urban renewal made

Federal government funds available for the demolition of vast inner-city areas throughout





the United States, and for the construction of "magnet projects" designed to stimulate

economic activity. Too often however, these projects did little more than to eliminate an

area's cultural and economic activity, without providing a suitable replacement.

In contrast, downtown revitalization strives to recycle declining urban areas by focusing

investment on infill development and building rehabilitation. Instead of employing public

bond issues to fund capital intensive projects. Federal, State and local governments have

enacted tax incentives programs intended to focus investment capital to targeted areas.

While the preservation tax incentives are not geographically focused per say, they have a

great impact on older urban areas; these areas typically contain the vast majority of older

and historic structures. Therefore, the impact of the decline in investment in historically

certified rehabilitations has been felt most strongly in precisely the areas where that

investment is needed the most, in our nation's inner cities.

In addition, preservation tax incentives provide an investor with an investment vehicle to

correspond with his conscience. Historic rehabiUtation, as a socially conscious investment

vehicle, diverts investment that might otherwise head for suburbanization of the

countryside, nuclear arms production, towards community development, as well as small

business and housing creation.

In response to the TRA86 members of Congress have inu^oduced the Community

Revitalization Tax Act rCRTAI





B . Objectives of the Study

The purpose of this study is to analyze and evaluate the Community Revitalization Tax Act

in terms of its ability to renew investment in historic rehabilitation. This analysis will

conclude with a set of recommendations for amendments to the CRTA .

To this end, it will be necessary to review the ITC in its current and past forms in order to

determine, on a quahtative basis, the features that make historic rehabihtation an attractive

investment alternative. This goal will be achieved by building a financial model which can

test a rehabihtation in terms of its financial performance for different investor types under

different tax law assumptions. This model will be developed upon a hypothetical

rehabihtation case study- 10 North Third Street, Philadelphia.

It is hoped that this analytical approach will serve as a persuasive tool for evaluating the

effects of different tax incentive provisions upon taxpayers. This approach will be useful

in comparing alternative incentives in order to recommend a bundle of incentives for

investment in historic buildings.





II. REVIEW OF PRESERVATION TAX INCENTIVES

A. The Historic Rehabilitation Tax Credit

The investment tax credit provides a reduction of Federal tax liability to qualified investors

who fund certain categories of investments deemed by the Federal government as socially

beneficial such as pollution control, energy development, research and development, and

historic rehabilitation. The investment tax credit as it applies to historic rehabilitation

investments has evolved to its present form over the past 15 years. The use of Federal tax

pohcy to channel investment to historic rehabilitation is referred to as the Historic

Rehabihtation Tax Credit (HRTC). It began with the passage of the Tax Reform Act of

1976 and has been continuously modified ever since.

Tax incentives for historic rehabilitation are designed to reduce the tax Uability (and

therefore the costs) associated with qualified projects in proportion to the level of an

individual's investment. This is necessary, the reasoning goes, in order to offset the

relatively high costs associated with rehabilitating older buildings, as compared with the

costs of constructing new ones. The higher costs associated with the rehabilitation of older

structures stem from the higher level of unknown contingent costs typically associated with

such projects. Older building projects entail any number of structural, material, legal and

regulatory complications that may develop over the course of construction. New

construction projects are much more homogeneous, and represent far fewer potential costiy

complications.

Since costs associated with new construction projects can be forecasted more accurately,

they represent a lower level of risk for a given level of investment and are therefore more

attractive investments. Rehabilitation projects represent a higher degree of risk to





investors, without an equally high level of reward. Tax incentives help to make otherwise

marginal projects attractive to potential investors by increasing the investment rewards

associated with rehabilitation. In return for this reward, the government requires the

investor to conform to certain rehabUitation standards laid out by Department of the

Interior. These standards are designed to assure that rehabilitation is undertaken in a

manner that maintains the features that endow a buUding with its historic significance.

B. The National Historic Preservation Act of 1966

On October 15, 1966, the United States Congress passed the National Historic

Preservation Act (NHPA66)fPL89-665') in order to establish the first national program for

the preservation of historic properties. This Act recognized:

(a) that the spirit and direction of the Nation are

founded upon and reflected in its historic past;

(b) that the historic and cultural foundations of the

Nation should be preserved as a living part of our
community life and development in order to give a sense of

orientation to the American people;

(c) that. ..the present governmental and non-
governmental historic preservation programs and activities

are inadequate to insure future generations a genuine
opportunity to appreciate and enjoy the rich heritage of our

Nation; and

(d) that. ..it is. ..necessary and appropriate for the

Federal Government to accelerate its historic preservation

programs and activities.. .[80 Stat 915]

Section 101 of the NHPA66 authorizes the Secretary of the Interior "to expand and

maintain a national register of districts, sites, buildings, structures, and objects significant

in American history, architecture, archeology, and culture, hereinafter referred to as the





National Register... "[80 Stat 915]

The NHPA66 also gave the Secretary fuU discretion in determining the requirements that

would need to be met for any historic preservation projects to receive Federal funds. This

Act effectively set the stage for the Federal government to support historic preservation

activities. For the ten years immediately following the passage of the NHPA66 . Federal

support was limited to specific grant-in-aid administered by the Secretary of the Interior,

through the National Park Service, a branch of the Department of the Interior. Since 1976,

the Secretary has also administered the Historic Rehabilitation Tax Credit program.

National Register Listing

In order for a building to be considered eligible for any Federal historic preservation funds

or benefits, it must first either be individually listed on the National Register, or must be

listed as a contributing member of a National Register Historic District . For a building to

be nominated to the National Register, someone (can be the building's owner, but does not

have to be; building's owner can object to the nomination by someone else) must submit a

nomination form (EXHIBIT B) to his State Historic Preservation Officer. Pending review

by a state review board, the nomination is passed on to the National Parks Service for its

review. Both of these entities employ the following Criteria for Evaluation in making their

nomination decisions:

The quality of significance in American History,

architecture, archaeology, engineering, and culture is present

in districts, sites, buildings, structures, and objects that

possess integrity of location, design, setting, materials,

workmanship, feeling, and association, and

(a) that are associated with events that have made a

significant contribution to the broad patterns of our history;





(b) that are associated with the lives of persons

significant in our past; or

(c) that embody the distinctive characteristics of a type,

period, or method of construction or that represent a

significant and distinguishable entity whose components may
lack individual distinction; or

(d) that have yielded, or may be likely to yield

information important in prehistory or history. [36 CFR
60.4]

C . Evolution of the Tax Incentives for Rehabilitation

1. Pre-1976

The NHPA66 made the Federal Government a player in historic preservation, a field

dominated by private, non-profit interests. As defined in the NHPA66 . '"historic

preservation' includes the protection, rehabilitation, restoration, and reconstruction of

districts, sites, buildings, structures, and objects significant in American history,

architecture, archeology, or culture."[80Stat 916] Obviously, many of these activities were

also and could increasingly be engaged in by the private, for-profit sector. The primary

tool used to influence for-profit developers became the Internal Revenue Code. By

amending the Internal Revenue Code to provide developers with tax breaks for investing in

targeted projects, the Federal Government created a fmancial incentive for targeted

activities.

However, prior to 1976, the government actually provided for-profit developers with

incentives for demolition of buUdings by allowing income tax deductions for demolition

expenses and demolition related business losses. "It provided a further discouragement by

requiring that any new building.. .be depreciated by the straight Hne method for its

life."[Westphal.l4] This resulted in a bias in the tax code against the for-profit





rehabilitation of structures. It was not untU the Bicentennial celebrations approached in

1976 until the Congress decided to employ the Tax Code to influence for-profit

development in favor of historic rehabilitation.

2. Tax Reform Act of 1976

The TaxReform Actof 1976 rrRA76') (P.L. 94-455) was enacted on October 4, 1976 and

became effective as of June 30, 1976, and created the first class of tax incentives that

would place rehabilitation on a more equal footing with new construction.. Among other

measures, the Section 280B of the Act disallowed the deduction for demolition and "any

losses sustained on account of such demoUtions."[90 Stat 1918]

Section 2124 of TRA76 specifically provided "Tax Incentives to Encourage the

Preservation of Historic Structures." Under this Act, Certified Historic Structures (i.e.

those buildings listed on the National Register or Usted as contributing to a National

Register Historic District) would be eligible for a rapid depreciation deduction on its

adjusted basis (building value less land value), and a rapid 60-month amortization of the

amortizable basis.

Amortizable Basis. — The term 'amortizable basis'

means the portion of the basis attributable to amounts
expended in connection with certified rehabilitation.

Certified Rehabilitation. - The 'certified rehabilitation'

means any rehabilitafion of a certified historic structure

which the Secretary of the Interior has certified to the

Secretary as being consistent with certified rehabilitation. [90

Stat 1917]

Therefore, in order for a building to qualify for the 60-month amortization of its
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rehabilitation expenditures, the rehabilitation needed to be "certified" by the Secretary of the

Interior. Certification of the rehabilitation entails complying with the Secretary of the

Interior's Standards for Rehabilitation . These standards as established in 1976 are as

follows:

1. Every reasonable effort will be made to provide

compatible use for a propeny which requires minimal

alteration of the building, structure, or site and its

environment, or to use a property for its originally

intended purpose.

2. The distinguishing original qualities or character of a

building, structure, or site and its environment shall not

be destroyed. The removal or alteration of any historic

material or distinctive architectural material shall be

avoided when possible.

3. All buildings, structures, and sites shall be recognized as

products of their own time. Alterations that have no

historical basis and which seek to create an earlier

appearance shall be discouraged.

4. Changes which may have taken place in the course of

time are evidence of the history and development of a

building, structure or site and its environment. These

changes may have acquired significance in their own
right, and this significance shall be recognized and

respected.

5. Distinctive stylistic features or examples of skilled

craftsmanship which characterize a building, structure,

or site shall be treated with sensitivity.

6. Deteriorated architectural features shall be repaired rather

than replaced, wherever possible. In the event

replacement is necessary, the new material should match

the material being replaced in composition, design,

color, texture, and other visual qualities. Repair or

replacement of missing architectural features should be

based on accurate duplications of features, substantiated

by historical, physical or pictoral evidence rather than on

conjectural designs or the availability of different

architectural features from other buildings or structures.

7. The surface cleaning of structures shall be undertaken

with the gentlest means possible. Sandblasting or other

1 1





cleaning methods that will damage the historic building

materials shall not be undertaken.

8. Every reasonable effort shall be made to protect and

preserve archeological resources affected by, or adjacent

to any project.

9. Contemporary design for alterations or additions to

existing properties shall not be discouraged when such

alterations or additions do not destroy significant

historical architectural or cultural material, and such

design is compatible with the size, scale color, material,

and character of the property, neighborhood or

environment.

10. Wherever possible, new additions or alterations to

structures shall be done in such a manner that if such
~ alterations were to be removed in the future, the essential

form and integrity of the structure would be unimpaired.

[Secretary's Standards, 1976]

The Standards were revised in 1983 and 1990 but remain the same in substance and intent.

They cover all planned work as reported in Part A of the rehabilitation certification

appUcation (EXHIBIT C) that an investor must file with his State Preservation Officer, and

all work as it is actually executed, as is documented in Part B of the compliance forms.

When the building is placed in service (and Part C form is filed) and Parks Service gives

the fmal approval to the project, the investor is free to claim his tax credit on his income tax

form. These standards are guideUnes, and therefore subject to interpretation by the

Secretary of the Interior and his agents.

A certified rehabilitation also needed to meet the "substantially rehabilitated" test The Act

defines this test as follows:

Substantially Rehabilitated Property. -- ...the term

'substantially rehabilitated historic property' means any

12





certified historic structure. ..with respect to which the

additions to capital account for any certified

rehabilitation...during the 24-raonth period ending the last

day of any taxable year, reduced by any amounts allowed or

allowable as depreciation or amortization with respect

thereto, exceeds the greater of ~
(a) the adjusted basis of such property, or

(b) $5,0OOO.[80 Stat 1919]

These incentives allowed investors to reduce the amount of their taxable income by their

pro rata share of their rehabilitation expenditures over a 60 month (5 year) period.

Subsequent tax acts are amendments to this Act and only address themselves to changes in

previously enacted provisions. As such, items such as the Secretary's Standards and the

"substantially rehabilitated" test do not change significantly.

3. The Revenue Act of 1978

Passed into law on November 6. 1978, effective October 31, 1978, the Revenue Act of

1978 (RA2S)(PL 95-600) created another historic rehabilitation incentive option, the

Historic Rehabilitation Tax Credits. Section 31 1 of the Act created a permanent dollar for

dollar tax credit for 10% of the certified rehabilitation expenditures. This credit was limited

to 90% of the investing entities annual tax liability. Investors could only claim the credit if

they elected to forgo the 60-month rapid amortization of rehabilitation expenditures and

rapid depreciation of the building's adjusted basis. Section 315 of this act further stipulated

that only "qualified rehabilitation expenditures" were eligible for the rehabilitation tax

incentives.

13





Qualified Rehabilitated Building Defmed. ~
In General. — The term 'qualified rehabilitated building'

means any building (and its structural components)

(i) which has been rehabilitated,

(ii) which was placed in service before the beginning of

the rehabilitation, and

(iii) 75% or more of the existing external walls of which
are retained in place as external walls in the

rehabilitation process. [92 Stat 2828]

This measure was designed to ensure that certain "historic" architectural features would be

maintained in the process of a building's rehabilitation. The Act further stipulated that all

improvements must have a useful life of at least 5 years. It also stated that buildings could

only qualify for the incentives if they had not undergone rehabilitation in the past 20 years.

4. The Economic Recovery Tax Act of 1981

Enacted on August 31, 1981, the Economic Recovery Tax Act of 198KERTA8n (PL 97-

34) became effective on December 31, 1981. ERTA8

1

was instimted "to amend the

Internal Revenue Code of 1954 to encourage economic growth through reduction of the tax

rates for individual taxpayers, acceleration of capital cost recovery of investment capital in

plant, equipment, and real property, and incentives for savings, and for other purposes."

[95 Stat 172] The goal of the ERTA81 was to stimulate economic growth through tax cuts

and investment tax incentives. While the tax cuts by themselves would have made tax

motivated investments less desirable (since lower tax rates mean less valuable deductions)

the increase in the level of tax credits more than compensated for this.

ERTA8

1

yielded many benefits to investors in historic rehabilitation. First, Section 21 1 of

the Act modifies the tax credit to reflect the accelerated cost recovery provision introduced

in Section 201. Under this provision, the rapid depreciation rule was replaced by a 15-year

depreciable life, a deduction that allowed building investors to claim depreciation





deductions on the adjusted basis of their building's value earlier during the life of the

investment.

Section 2 1 1 of the Act replaced the 60-raonth amortization of qualified rehabilitation

expenditures with a three-tiered tax credit According to this provision, qualified

rehabilitation expenditures with respect to a 30 to 40 year old uncertified structure would be

eligible for a 15% dollar for dollar credit An uncertified structure of over 40 years in age

would be eligible for a 20% credit of its qualified rehabilitation expenditures. A certified

historic structure was now eligible for a 25% credit of its qualified rehabilitation

expenditures.

In order for rehabilitation expenditures to be qualified for the credit, they now had to be

performed on a building to which no rehabilitation work has been undertaken in over 30

years. In addition , the Act further defined what expenditures would qualify for the tax

credit. The definition of a 'qualified rehabilitated building' from the RA78 remained in

place. However, certain rehabilitation expenditures could be disallowed as not qualiiying,

though the building rehabilitation could quaUfy; these expenditures included:

The term 'qualified rehabilitation expenditure' does not

include -

"(i) Accelerated methods of depreciafion may not be

used. — Any expenditure with respect to which an election

has not been made. ..to use straight-line method of

depreciation.

"(ii) Cost of acquisition. - The cost of acquiring any

building or interest therein.

"(iii) Enlargements. - Any expenditure attributable to

the enlargement of an existing building.

"(iv) Certified Historic Structure, Etc. - ...[further

15





clarification of definition].

"(v) Expenditures of lessee. --Any expenditure of a

lessee of a building if, on the date of rehabilitation is

completed, the remaining term of the lease (determined

without regard to any renewal periods) is less than 15 years.

"[95 Stat 237-8]

Finally, Section 214 of the Act allowed the credit to be claimed for rehabilitated buildings

that were leased to tax-exempt organizations or to governments, a provision that allowed

these non-taxed entities to benefit from the tax credit through sale-leaseback arrangements

with private, for-profit developers. The developer could claim the credit and pass the

benefits through to the non-profit, and subsequently (after a mandatory 5-year holding

period) sell the building back to the non-profiL

This Act made the historic rehabilitation tax incentives much more valuable to the private,

for-profit sector as well as to the government and not-for-profit sectors of the economy.

5. Tax Equity and Fiscal Responsibility Act of 1982

The Tax Equity and Fiscal Responsibility Act of 1982 (TEFRA82) (PL 97-248) was

enacted on September 3, 1982 and was the first act to curtail the benefits of the historic

rehabilitation tax incentives. Section 205 of the Act stipulated that a certified historic

property's depreciable basis would be reduced by 50% of the tax credit claimed, effective

for properties placed in service after January 1, 1986 (if the rehabilitation for that property

was contracted for between December 31, 1980 and July 1, 1982).

In addition, the Act limited the investment credit that could be claimed in any given year to

85% of an entity's total tax liability as exceeded $25,000. This was a reduction from die

previous 90% rule.

16





6. Tax Reform Act of 1984

The Tax Reform Act of 1984rrRA84) (PL 98-369) further diminished the benefits of the

historic rehabilitation tax incentives. Section 1 18 of the Act increased the minimum

straight-line depreciable period from 15 to 18 years.

The Act also created an alternative test to the 75% exterior wall retention rule for the

definition of a qualified rehabilitated structure. It stipulates as foUows:

"(i) 50 percent or more of the existing external walls of

the building are retained in place as external walls,

"(ii) 75 percent or more of the existing external walls of

such building are retained in place as internal or external

walls, and

"(iii) 75 percent or more of the internal structural

framework of such building is retained in place." [98 Stat

1044]

Most importandy, Section 3 1 denied the tax incentives for property leased to governments

and other tax-exempt entities. Sale-leaseback arrangements were specifically excluded

from eligibility and this effectively eliminated non-taxed entities from indirecdy or directly

benefiting from the HRTC.

7. The Tax Reform Act of 1986

The Tax Reform Act of 1986 (TRAM) (PL 99-514), enacted on October 22, 1986 "to

reform the internal revenue laws of the United States," [100 Stat 2085] retained the historic

rehabilitation tax incentives, whUe dealing them a severe blow. The TRA86 reduced the

top individual tax rate from 50% to 31%, and for corporations from 46%; to 34%, thereby

reducing the relative attractiveness of tax shelter investments overall.
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Section 251 of the Act modified the HRTC by replacing the previous three-tiered system

with a two-tiered system as follows:

"(i) 10 percent in the case of qualified rehabilitation

expenditures with respect to a qualified rehabilitated building

other than a certified historic structure, and

"(ii) 20 percent in the case of such expenditure with

respect to a certified historic structure... [100 Stat 2183]

The definition of a qualified rehabilitation expenditure was amended to mean any amount

on qualified rehabilitation expenditures for property that is:

"(I) non-residential real property,

"(n) residential rental property,

"(in) real property which has a class life of more than

12.5 years, or

"(TV) an addition or improvement to property or housing

described in subclause (I), (II), or (III), and "(ii) in

connection with the rehabiUtation of a qualified rehabilitation

strucmre. [100 Stat 2185]

The Act provided that a straight-line method of depreciation be used, increasing the

depreciable Ufe to 27.5 years for residential property and 31.5 years for non-residential

property.

The Act allowed limited partners to use the credit against active income, but they could only

use depreciation or other losses to offset tax on passive income. This eliminated a

taxpayer's ability to claim business loss deductions directiy against his ordinary or "active"

income. Such losses could only be claimed against the portion of his income referred to as

"passive income" (includes rental income from real estate, equipment, and property

18





leasing). Though not directly aimed at the HRTC, this provision ofTRAM had a great

impact on investors in historic rehabilitation, projects which often began operation with

pre-tax income losses.

The Act also limited the amount of credit ql loss deduction that an individual taxpayer could

claim against his active income (includes salary, business, professional, and portfolio

income) to $25,000, or at the top 31% tax rate, a $7,750 dollar for dollar credit against tax

liability. The $25,000 limit applied to all of an investor's active and passive activities in

aggregate, and not on a project-by-project basis. This placed a very low potential upper

bound on an individual taxpayer's credits.

Finally, the Act initiated income ceilings for determining investors' eligibility for claiming

the credit

•For investors who actively participate in a project (i.e.

general partners) eligibility for use of credit and losses

against active income begins phasing out at an annual income
of $100,000. No credit or losses at all may be used by such

investors with active incomes above $150,(X)0.

•For investors who do not actively participate in a project

(and for all limited partners), eligibility for use of credit

begins phasing out at an annual income of $200,000. No
credit at all may be used by limited partners with active

incomes above $250,0O0.[Higgins.45]

The Act makes the following added provisions relating to an investors legal status:

•These limitations apply to individual estate, trusts, and

personal service corporations.

19





•C corporations that are not closely held and exempt from the

active income limitations may use the credits and losses

against any amount of active or passive corporate income.

•Closely held C corporations may use credit and losses

against any amount of active or passive income but not

against any portfolio income.[Higgins.45]

With minor alterations, the changes included in the TRA86 remain in place to this day.

8. The Revenue Reconciliation Act of 1990

The Revenue Reroncihation Act of 1990 (RCCA90) (PL 101-508) created further rules

regarding the expenditure process. The Act developed a distinction between self-

rehabilitated building (one in which the tax payer is also the contractor) and a non-self-

rehabilitated building (one in which the taxpayer and contractor are separate entities). Self-

rehabilitated building classification allowed the taxpayer to charge his capital account for

rehabilitation expenditures as they are incurred, even if they have not yet been paid for,

while a non-self rehabilitated building classification called for expenditures to be charged

only to the taxable year in which they were actually paid.

The Act further defined aspects of the rehabilitation process and established a 'normal

rehabilitation period'. These changes did not have a significant material effect on the

investment features of a rehabilitation, but helped the Internal Revenue service to follow up

on rehabilitations that had claimed credits for compUance with the certification process.

9 . Technical Correction Acts

The Technical Corrections Acts had little, if any impact upon the historic rehabilitation tax

incentives. They typically confirmed defmitions and effective dates and had no material
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impact on the operation of the incentive program. These Acts include the Technical

Corrections Act of 1979 (PL96-222), enacted on April 1, 1979, and the Technical

Corrections Act of 1982 (PL97-448), enacted on January 12, 1983.

10. The Community Revitalization Tax Act

The Community Revitalization Tax Act (CRTA) [EXHIBIT D] began its life on February

2, 1989. Representatives Barbara Kennelly (D-CONN) and Richard Schultze (R-PA)

introduced the bill (HR 796) in the U.S. House of Representatives. An identical bill

(S.342) was introduced by Senators John Danforth (R-MO) and George Mitchell CD-

Maine). This bni was introduced specifically with the intention of reversing some of the

provisions of TRA86 that were perceived as most damaging to the operation of the

rehabilitation tax incentives.

By mid-April of 1988, the Bill had gained solid support in the House of Representative,

with 85 co-sponsors and 14 of 36 members of the House Ways and Means Committee in

favor of it.[Preservation News. May, 1989] On June 13, 1989, the House Ways and

Means Committee voted in favor of amending certain parts of the TRA86 to allow

individual investors to claim the historic rehabilitation tax credit regardless of their income

level. [Preservation News. July, 1989] Despite increased suppon among House members,

and backing of the House proposal of amendment by the Senate Finance Committee,

Congress closed fiscal 1989 without having acted on the bill, a situation that persists to the

time of the writing of this paper.

As introduced, the Community Revitalization Tax Act proposes the following changes to

the tax code. First, it restores the eligibility of passive investors with incomes over

$200,000 to claim the preservation tax credits, without any income constraints whatsoever.
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Second, it increases the maximum allowable credit an investor may claim to $65,000 (or a

maximum of $20,150 at the top tax rate of 31%) from $25,000 (or a maximum of $7,750

at the top tax rate). Finally, it removes the passive loss limitations and makes passive

losses deductible against active income.
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III. ANALYSIS OF FEDERAL PRESERVATION TAX INCENTFVES

A . Rehabilitation Investment Financial Model

1 . Description of the Model

The following financial model tests the financial performance of a theoretical case study, a

building located on 10 North Third Street in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, under different tax

law versions. The building selected as the object of this case study was chosen because it

is precisely the type of building toward which the preservation tax incentives have been

most directed. The buUding is neither famous nor particularly distinctive. It is also

relatively small and not expensive to acquire or restore. It is, however, an early example of

vernacular architecture that survives in an area of Philadelphia, Old City, that has remained

relatively intact Over the past decade. Old City has been the site of numerous historic

rehabiUtations of similar structures. This rehabilitation activity has breathed a new vitahty

into this part of town, and spurred the growth of many privately owned businesses.

In order to build a case-based hypothetical fmancial model, it was necessary to develop a

feasibihty study for 10 North Third Street [EXHIBIT A]. This study describes the

building's historic and physical features, proposes a new use, evaluates the market for

space in Old City, and forecasts the building's revenues, expenses and income potential.

This feasibility study indicates that his building cannot be rehabiUtated for any new use

without some form of economic subsidy. As the op»erating pro forma on the last page of

the study indicates, after financing, the building loses money and yields a negative net

present value as a result The concept of net present value suggests that an investment's

value today is based upon the value of its future cash flows (can be thought of as an income

stream or profits from operating a business) discounted to reflect the opportunity cost of

that money over time.
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This economically marginal building best demonstrates the powerful revenue neutral (i.e.

the cost of the tax credits to the U.S. Treasury are offset by the new tax revenues that an

economically recycled asset will generate) impact that the preservation tax credit can have

upon the urban environment The combined analysis of the operating performance of the

building, and the financial effects of different versions of the tax law will allow us to

evaluate the effects of changes to the tax code upon a typical historic rehabilitation project

This analysis will allow us to gain insight into how investors might respond to the changes

proposed under the Community Revitalization Tax Act

The historic investment tax model consists of three pans. First, it consists of a list of

driving assumptions behind the revenue, expense, financial, and tax projections under each

tax law tested. Second, it includes the operating projections generated by the feasibility

study, and third, it reports the after tax cash flows to investors. These after tax cash flows

determine the actual return to investors and are therefore, highly influenced by the

individual tax status of the investing entity. Tax incentives are more valuable to investors

in higher tax brackets because higher income deductions offer correspondingly larger tax

savings. As a result, it is necessary not only to evaluate the effects of different tax acts but

to test those effects upon investors in different tax brackets.

Taxable entities differ primarily according to the rate at which the income of each is taxed,

the ability of each to pass income through to another entity (a parent company or an

individual), and the protection of each against liability. The following summary reviews

the most relevant potential investor groups according to their tax status.
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Individual Investors: Individual investors are subject to taxation on a given level

of income at the following rates:

$12,501-$35,0O0





management of the investment, and the limited parmer must not have any involvement in

the management of the investment. As such, the limited parmer is a passive investor and is

therefore entitled to Uability protection limited to the amount of his investment The general

parmer is not shielded from liability.

C-Corporations: Individuals own corporations by obtaining shares in that

corporation. Before an individual can receive the income generated by a corporation in

which they own a stake, the corporation must pay taxes on that income at the corporate rate

of 34%. The leftover amount is then distributed to the shareholder as a dividend. Dividend

income is also taxable on the individual level. This 'double taxation' phenomenon is an

inevitable consequence of investing in corporate shares. In return for this double taxation,

the corporate ownership structure protects large groups of shareholders from liability for

losses exceeding the value of their investment. The income of a subsidiary corporation can

be passed through to its parent company.

Not-for-Profit Corporations: The income of a not-for-profit corporation is not

subject to taxation. Like the C-corporation, individual owners are not liable for losses

resulting from the operation of a non-profit corporation. In order to form a non-profit

corporation, one must show that the company's activities will fall within certain well

defined boundaries deemed socially beneficial by the government. All surplus from

activities must be retained by the corporation and cannot be distributed to owners.
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2. Application of the Model

The model was applied under the conditions of the Economic Recovery Tax Act of 1981 .

the Tax Reform Act of 1984 . the Tax Reform Act of 1986 and under the provisions of the

Community Revitalization Tax Act in order to evaluate the reasons for the downturn in

historic rehabilitation activity and to predict what changes to the tax code wUl result in

growing levels of historic investment

In order to facilitate easy comparison between tax laws, the model was tested on all tax

rates relevant to all investors across all versions of the tax law. The model was applied to

all the top tax rates introduced as part of each version of the tax code. In addition, the

model was tested on the Clinton Administration's proposed tax rates for 1994. Therefore,

the model was tested on the 1986-present, individual tax rates of 15%, 23%, 28%, 31%,

and corporate tax rate of 34%, as well as the top 1981-1986 individual tax rate of 50%.

The model was also applied to the proposed top individual (income greater than $150,000)

and corporate tax rate of 36%, and to the new surcharge tax rate (39.6% for individuals

with an income of $250,(XX) or greater). Hypothetical investors, each with a 20% equity

stake, were tested at each of these tax levels imder each version of the tax law.
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3. Results

EXHIBIT A.5 contains the tax schedules of each of these entities under each of the major

versions of the tax law for the 10 North Third Street rehabiUtation project Of course, only

the relevant tax rates at the time the tax law was in effect apply. The following chart

summarizes the results of testing the net present associated with each investor tax level.

The top relevant individual tax rate for each law is shaded. The 34% rate is the current

corporate rate in 1986-present and the 39.6% proposed is roughly equal to the average

corporate tax rate for the 1981-1985 period. The corporate rates are more darkly shaded

than the top personal tax rates.

NHT PRESENT VALUE UNDER DIE'EERENT TAX LAW SCENARIOS |





The following graph depicts the relationship between the tax rate and net present values of

the investment in 10 North Third Street under the four tax law scenarios tested.

The CRTA Does Not Substantially Improve Project Net Present Values
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B. Analysis

The tests executed on the historic investment tax model allow us to make the following

observations about the Community Revitalization Tax Act:

CRTA will have no effect on the value of the HRTC.

TRA86 reduced the value of the tax credit of our case study from $65,313 or $13,063 for

our 20% owner, to $52,250 or $10,450. Under the CRTA . the value of this credit would

remain the same. Therefore, the decrease in fmancial return that resulted from the reduction

of the value in the credit in TRA86 will not be reversed.

CRTA will increase annual credit amount that an investor can claim, reduce

financing transaction costs and slightly increase financial returns to

investors in most cases.

By increasing the passive activity credit limitations to an equivalent annual deduction from

$25,000 to $65,000, CRTA increases the fmancial flow of the credit from a maximum of

$7,750 credit a year to $20,150 for a individual in the 31% tax bracket. There will be no

effect on a corporate investor which had no such hmit imposed on it by the TRA86 . CRTA

also removes the passive activity rules that limited the amount of passive loss that an

investor could claim against active income, as well as limiting the overall amount of

deductions that an investor could claim on a passive investment

The ability of the investor to claim his credits earlier than he would have been able to will

increase the investment's performance. The ability of an investor to claim more of the

credit in a given year also makes it possible for that investor to take a larger equity stake in

the investment This in turn allows the developer/syndicator to finance the project with

fewer investors, thereby avoiding some measure of transaction costs.
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CRTA will increase the pool of potential investors.

By removing the passive activity investor income Umitation rules, the CRTA once again

allows investors with an annual income exceeding $250,000 to benefit from the HRTC.

These investors constitute 43% of the potential investors in historic rehabilitation according

to the National Trust for Historic Preservation.

CRTA will have no effect on the value of depreciation deductions.

TRA86 reduced the depreciable life of a building from 18 to 27.5 years for residential

property and to 31.5 years for commercial property. This reduced the financial remm of a

project by reducing the amount of depreciation deductions an investor could claim in a

given year on a given property. This will not be changed under the CRTA .

CRTA does not significantly improve the investment performance of an

historic rehabilitation project at the same level of equity investment

At the top personal tax rate of 31%, the CRTA only slightly improves the NPV of our case

study from -$2,003 to -$1,681, still an unacceptable level. At the corporate level, the

CRTA will not enhance the value of an investment, since corporate investors are not subject

to the passive loss and credit limitations that individual investors are.

It is significant to note that since a larger credit is allowable, an investor can increase his

stake in an historic rehabilitation investment and thereby further enhance his investment

returns by claiming the full amount of this greater credit earlier in the investment's life.
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The proposed increase in the personal and corporate tax rate will do more

to increase the attractiveness of historic rehabilitation investments than will

the passage of the CRTA .

By increasing the top marginal tax bracket from 31% to 36% for individuals making over

$150,000, the net present value of our case study increases from -$2,003 to $2,562 - a

substantial improvement and one that would signal to the investor to proceed with the

project. Under the proposed tax rates, investors with an income of over $250,000 would

pay a 10% tax surcharge, bumping their income tax rate to 39.6%. For these investors,

their investment in the case study would yield an NPV of $5,898. However, both these

enhanced incentives will go largely unrealized if individual investors making more than

$200,000 continue to be prevented from claiming the tax credit.
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IV. CONCLUSIONS

A. Summary of Thesis

The internal revenue tax code has a substantial influence on the after tax performance of

investments. Historic rehabilitation real estate investments have benefited from favorable

treatment by the code since 1976. The Tax Reform Act of 1986 severely curtailed the tax

benefits available to historic rehabilitation investments. Since the passage of TRA86 .

rehabihtation activity has declined substantially, a condition that persists.

The Community Revitahzation Tax Act has been proposed to restore some of the historic

tax credit's benefits to investors. However, when tested on a case model that compares the

financial benefits of this Act against others, it is clear that CRTA is does not adequately

redress the shortcomings of TRA86 . CRTA does increase the potential pool of investors

who will benefit from the tax credits, but does not significandy increase the value nor the

timing of tax benefits to investors to make rehabihtation investments any more attractive.

Even though more investors would quahfy to benefit from these investments, it is not clear

that many additional investors would view historic rehabilitation as an attractive investment

vehicle. Under the Clinton Administration's proposed tax rates, both qualified individuals

investors and corporations would find historic rehabihtation investments substantially more

attractive. Even if the President's tax proposal is approved, it will be necessary to make

some changes to the historic investment tax credit

B . Future Research Needs

At present, it is very difficult to conclude just how large an invesunent tax credit ought to

be. This difficulty is due to the fact that littie evidence exists to provide evidence of the

costs and benefits to die U.S. Treasury tiiat result from the HRTC. Such evidence could
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provide preservation advocates with support for a larger tax credit and more aggressive

depreciable lives for historic buildings. A cost-benefit analysis of the HRTC needs to be

executed in order to provide this evidence.

C . Policy Recommendations

It is clear that the historic rehabilitation tax credit in its current form can only be employed

under a very restricted set of circumstances. Without an increase in the tax rates on

individuals and corporations, it will be necessary to increase the value of the tax subsidy to

the investment in combination with the provisions of the CRTA in order to make the

historic investment tax credit a viable incentive once again. The Federal government should

make the following changes in addition to CRTA.

Either:

Increase the Value of the Tax Credit

By raising the level of the tax credit to its former 25%, the value of the tax subsidy will

increase to level that will provide more marginal projects with an acceptable level of return

to investors.

-or-

Reduce the Depreciable Life on Historic Buildings to 15 Years

This measure will increase the amount of depreciation deduction that an investment will

yield in a given year, thereby making the after tax return on that investment higher. It is

important to remember however, that a depreciation claimed is subtracted from the

depreciable value of the building, and upon sale of the building, results in a greater capital

gain value than would otherwise be realized. Therefore increased depreciation deductions

amount to greater long-term, interest-free loans. Capital gains are also taxed at a lower rate

than regular income, so even if depreciation has to be paid back, it is paid back at a lower
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rate than if it were paid out earlier at the regular income rate.

-or-

Do both.

Eliminate Rules Against "Not-for-Profit" Sale-Leasebacks

This change would allow "non-profit" companies and government entities to benefit from

the tax credit by passing through their credit value to "for-profit" entities. At present, many

non-profit corporations do not have the financial resources to rehabilitate the structures they

own, yet they cannot pass-through the benefits of investment in their structures to "for

profit" entities. If these entities could benefit from the tax credits, many of the buildings

owned by "non-profit" corporations and government would be restored.

Raise Marginal Income Tax Rates

Any rise in the marginal tax rate will make tax shelter investments more valuable to

investors. Therefore, any rate hike will make historic rehabilitation investments more

attractive.

Lower Capital Gains Tax Rates

A lower capital gains tax rate makes a real estate investment more valuable when it comes

time to sell the property. With a lower capital gains tax rate, an investor will pay out a

lower share of his gain as tax, making the investment more valuable.

With these changes in place, historic rehabilitation investments will become much more

attractive to many more investors.
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If Clinton Tax Rate Proposal Passes: Remove the Income Cap on Individual

Investors

If the Clinton Administration's new tax rates are instituted, the historic rehabilitation

investments wUl become much more attractive to investors. The only change that will be

indispensable will be the removal of the income cap on individual investors so that those

who can benefit most from the tax credit will be able to use it.
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EXHIBIT Ai: Case Study: The Third Street Jazz Building

1 . Description of the Property:

A . Introduction

The property located at 10 North Third Street in Philadelphia, commonly referred to as The

Third Street Jazz Building (after the record store that occupied the building until early

1991), is typical of the vast majority of buildings that have been the beneficiaries of the

HRTC. It is neither well-known, nor is it a particularly fine example of an Eighteenth

Century structtire. It is however, a vernacular building that sets the tone, along with many

other neighboring buildings, for one the United States' oldest and most intact historic

neighborhoods. Old City. The Third Street Jazz Building is located within and listed as

contributing member of the Old City Historic District Therefore the building is

automatically eUgible for the HRTC program.

Since the Second World War, Old City has also been a neighborhood in a state of serious

economic decline. This decline has been largely reversed over the past decade, to the point

where it is now likely that Old City will be as vital an urban community as it ever was. The

following description of the city, neighborhood and property that is the object of tiiis case

study is included in order to give the reader a better sense of the context in which the

HRTC is designed to operate.

B. Philadelphia

Philadelphia, the county seat of Philadelphia County, Pennsylvania is located in between

the Schuylkill and Delaware Rivers, approximately 80 miles southwest of New York City.

Philadelphia's early economy was based on manufacturing, international trade and finance.

Since the Great Depression and the subsequent migration of industry and workers to the
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suburbs, the Sunbelt and offshore, Philadelphia has lost much of its manufacturing

economic base. The loss of manufacturing jobs and income has been somewhat moderated

by the growth of the service and government sectors of the local economy. In recent years

this trend has stabilized and the current population of 4.8 million is greater than that of the

city's 1970's population of 4.7 million. [Jackson-Cross.5] Total households have

increased an estimated 8.2% over the course of the 1980's and the rate of growth in

household incomes for residents of Philadelphia county has increased from 8% to 23%

during the same period. [Jackson-Cross.5] This is attributed to the gentrification of many

inner-city neighborhoods that has accompanied the shift from a manufacturing to a service-

based economy.

Much of this stabilization may be attributed to efforts on the part of the city's government

Beginning in the late 1940's the City Redevelopment Authority began concentrating

redevelopment efforts on Center City Philadelphia in an attempt to stem the tide of urban

decay. Over the years, a mix of urban renewal and downtown revitalization efforts have

helped to re-establish Center City Philadelphia as a retail, residential, and office center,

including the creation of Independence National Park, the revitalization of Society Hill, the

establishment of several historic districts, the development of the Gallery Shopping Mall on

East Market Street, the construction of Penn's Landing and most recendy the development

of the Philadelphia Convention Center. These redevelopment efforts have often included

strategies designed to take advantage of the City's many historic resources (though, many

have not). Developers have constructed or rehabihtated thousands of structures in order to

accommodate the white collar work force that has become increasingly attracted to the

rejuvenated downtown neighborhoods.
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C. Old City

Often characterized as a city of neighborhoods, Philadelphia defies broad generalizations.

According to The American Appraisal of Real Estate, 8th Edition, pubhshed by the

American Institute of Real Estate Appraisers:

A neighborhood is an area that usually has distinguishing

characteristics. A maybe a section of a community or an

entire community. Neighborhood occupants would have
observable commonality of interests.

Obviously, no group of inhabitants, buildings or business enterprises can possess identical

features or attributes; therefore a neighborhood is relatively uniform. That is, a

neighborhood exhibits a greater degree of commonality than a larger area of which it is a

part. For instance, in some areas such as North Philadelphia, supply of space in every type

of category far outstrips supply. Other areas such as parts of Northern Liberties are

experiencing a small renaissance with a net influx of residents and businesses. It is with an

eye on these micro-markets, the neighborhoods of Philadelphia, where opportunities exist

for development.

Old City in the City of Philadelphia qualifies as a neighborhood since its residents and

businesses have a distinct commonality of interests and attributes [Plate 1]. Located in the

northeast sector of Center City, Old City is bounded on the east by 1-95, Penn's Landing

and the Delaware River beyond, on the South by Market Street and the Society Hill

Historic District, on the west by Fifth street and Independence National Park and on the

North by the Vine Street Expressway. In addition to the roadways just mentioned, the area

is serviced by the Market Street Line of SEPTA's rapid transit system at the Second Street

Station, which in turn provides direct transport to all the City's major railway stations.
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Old City is a described as a national showcase of Victorian commercial architecture, with

especially noteworthy ornate cast-iron facades. [Philadelphia City Planning Commission.2]

Within these boundaries are found such significant landmarks such as Christ Church and

Christ Church Cemetery, the Betsy Ross House, and Elfreth's Alley.
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D. Physical Description of the Building

Attached as EXHIBIT Aii is a set of measured drawings of the Third Street Jazz Building -

10 North 3rd Street - that were conducted in April of 1990. Refer to them when reading

the following physical description. The building was inspected on February 15, 1990 and

the notes that contributed to this description were collected at that time.

The property occupies a lot that measures 17 feet, 4.5 inches wide along the north side of

Third Street and runs 65 feet, 3 inches deep. The building situated on this lot fills the entire

footprint. The northernmost 10 feet of the building is a shed that was built onto the ground

floor of this five story structure and encloses the access alley that once ran behind the

building. This shed abuts against the walls of the neighboring buildings to the north, east

and west The building's basement level extends eastward, beyond the property line of the

building, underneath the side walk several feet. The granite slab sidewalk in front of the

building is supported by granite piers that are visible through the basement A temporary

woodfrarae wall, covered with insulation and plastic wrap has been erected in front of this

opening in the basement along the front property line.

Exterior

The exterior structural walls are constructed almost entirely of unpainted red, clay brick,

joined with a lime based mortar. The top three stories of the front facade are also of

unpainted brick laid in an common bond pattern. The bricks used on the outermost width

of the facade are smoother and sharper in finish than those used on the rest of the strucmre.

This exterior width is not joined to the side walls and is separated by a vertical seam that is

filled with mortar. The second story is composed of three groups of cast iron triple

columns that are joined by cast iron arches. The southernmost doorway of the second floor

has a lace-pattemed cast iron balustrade fronting its lower third. The other two doorways
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have a fire escape (which runs to the fourth floor windows with a landing on each level)

installed vertically in front of them. The ground floor storefront is composed of steel

beams and supports faced with plate glass windows extending inwards from the streetline.

The foundation is made of uncut granite joined with lime mortar.

As on the facade, exposed brickwork is located on the northern elevation of the building,

above the top of the ground floor to the roofline, and on the southern of the building, from

the top of the third floor to the roof line. The first floor has three French windows. These

windows are made of wood, open inward and have four lights of glass stacked on top of

each other on each side of the double door (a total of eight lights). The second floor has

three double-hung, wooden sash windows with four over four lights. The facade's third

and fourth floor window openings are missing their windows and are boarded up. Each of

the second, third and fourth floor windows have beaded lintels. The two northernmost

windows on the second floor have a triangular carved ornament centered above their lintels,

as do the southernmost windows of the second and third floors. The western elevation has

no windows on the ground floor, four over four, double hung windows on the second

floor and third floors and missing boarded-up windows on the fourth and fifth floors. The

boarded windows on the top floor have broken open. The northern elevation abuts a

building that appears identical to 10 North Third Street

The brickwork on the building is in excellent condition and shows no evidence of cracking

either between brick joints or through the bodies of any of the bricks themselves. All of the

exposed brickwork has been discolored and displays a nearly black hue. Roughly 607o of

the bricks on the southern elevation have been covered with a white film that runs from the

southern portion of the roof, to the top of the third floor. In addition, several dozen of the

uppermost bricks on the southern elevation are powdering and are acquiring a rounded
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shape. Much of their mortar joints have vanished. The cast iron elements on the second

floor are painted with a cobalt blue lead based paint and show no evidence of corrosion.

The steel beam supporting the opening of the ground floor entrance vitrine is also painted

with cobalt paint but has begun to corrode on its southernmost 10%. The ground floor

structural elements are covered with a layer of paneling made of an undetermined material

and the vitrine is made of wood, glass and steel. Some of the metal panels underneath the

windows are rusting over 15% of their area. Much of the paneling is covered with

advertising posters and cannot be inspected thoroughly. The French windows on the

second floor are operating, although they are warped and allow air to enter building. All

other windows on the building are either inoperable or missing. The lintels on the eastern

elevations' windows are in excellent condition though 5 of the 9 second through fourth

story windows appears to be missing their lintel ornaments.

The building's roof is flat and sUghtly pitched toward the west. A gutter collects the runoff

and disposes of rainwater through an internal gutter that runs through the building's

southern wall, into the basement and into the city sewer system. The roof is covered with

tar and asphalt sheets . The southwest comer of the roof has opened up and appears to be

caving in. The wooden structural beams can be seen through the rooflng materials. This

condition affects roughly 2% of the roof area. Elsewhere the roof appears to be holding

firmly.
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Interior

Ground Floor

The ground floor measures 16 feet wide by 56 feet long constituting a gross area of 896

square feet and is currently being used a sales floor for a record store. It is serviced by

utilities, heated in winter and air conditioned in the summer. This area is unbroken by

internal walls or supports, as are all the floors in the building. The storefront entrance

extends inwards about 10 feet and opens into the main floor through a wood and glass

door. The interior floors are made of roughly hewn yellow pine. The floor has evidence

of two previous openings, possibly former trap doors. They are situated in the center rear

of the floor and in the approximate center of the floor. The walls are plaster, and have been

covered with a particle board that is used for storing records and displays. On the south

wall to the rear of the floor is a three foot protrusion from the wall which contains a PVC

pipe, probably a plumbing waste pipe, which imbedded in a space that has been carved into

the wall cavity [Plate 2]. Much of the visible area of the protruding wall is puckered and

flaking near the waste pipe. The ceiling is also plaster but has a suspension ceiling

covering the forward forty feet of the ceiling area. A three foot wide stairway runs along

the north wall to the basement. Another staircase runs along the southern wall from the

eastern end of the building to the first floor. Just before this staircase lies an abandoned

elevator shaft that is now used as a storage area. In the southwest comer of the floor lies

an operating bathroom containing a toilet and a sink. The rear (west) ten feet of the

building consists of a shed addition to the main floor (included in the measurements of the

main floor). The shed has a plank wooden ceiling which has had portion removed and

replaced with black plastic sheeting [Plate 3].
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Plate 2
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Basement

The basement has rubble stone walls and a concrete floor. Its ceiling is the exposed

underside of the pine flooring of the ground floor. As mentioned above, the eastern end

has a false woodframe wall to separate this floor from extending underneath the sidewalk.

Otherwise this is an open floor area with a slight jog roughly corresponding to that of the

ground floor.

First Floor

This floor measures 16.5 by 49 feet, or approximately 808 square feet This floor is

almost exacdy like floors 2, 3 and 4 with the exception that is has been kept in service and

that is has large French windows and sUghtly higher ceilings [Plate 4]. This floor has been

in use as a storage area for records, which suggests that its floor can support a great deal of

weight. It has been kept heated and air condition just as the ground floor has. In addition,

it has a fluorescent suspended lighting system and its windows are in operating condition

and all plaster work is in tact A staircase to the second floor runs along the southern wall.

Second, Third and Fourth Floors

All these floors have roughly the same dimensions and layout as the first floor. However,

unlike the first floor, these floors have been sealed off from the rest of the building and

have not been in service (i.e. not used or heated) for a great deal of time [Plate 5]. Most

windows on these floors have been boarded up. On the fourth floor, the boards have fallen

away and have allowed pigeons to enter building. Over time, so many pigeons have

entered and been trapped inside the building that a layer of pigeon droppings and skeletal

remains of pigeons have accumulated to a depth of several inches across all of these floors.

Despite this, these floors do not seem to have suffered any great damage. The only

noteworthy problems include a crack in the plaster that run vertically along the northern
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wall, ten feet in from the eastern wall from floors two through four. In addition, the fourth

floor has been exposed to some rainfall where the roof has given way (roughly

corresponding to the source of the white film on the exterior of the southern elevation. In

addition, each of these floors has an opening where the elevator shaft runs.
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Plate 5

Plate A
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E. Historic Description

In order to determine what historical features we need to retain, as well as featiires we

would like to restore, it is necessary to determine what the building known as 10 North

Third Street may have looked like in its historical context. Though no photographic

evidence of the building's historical appearance is available, a detailed account of the

building's original appearance is available through an insurance survey which was

conducted on January 30, 1857 (copy on location at Philadelphia Historical Commission

filed in historic landmark files under "10 North 3rd Street"). It is the only known record of

the building's 19th Century appearance. The survey reads:

I have surveyed a brick store belonging to Sarah E.

Cresson situated on the West side of Third Street North of

and near Market Street No. 6. Being 17 feet, 6 inches front,

by 60 feet deep, 53 feet of which is 5 stories high and 6 1/2

feet one story high 14 inch walls.

The lower story is in one room the floor of 511A inch

yellow pine, plain wash board around, 6 lights of thick glass

in the floor 24x24 to give light to the basement, a stationary

washstand with marble top and china basin and hydrant
water. The roof of the one story part mainly of glass as

foUows, 9 lights of weigh plate glass 18 1/2 x 64 1/2 inches

about 3/8 inches thick. Two pairs of folding sash doors

front each 4 lights of glass 19 x 48, and 4 transom lights

over them, and a show window which contains 3 lights of

glass 36 1/2 X 52 1/2 inches with transom lights over it,

outside shutters folding in iron boxes and covered by
pilasters, 4 iron piers or boxes with enriched capitals and
iron entablature with bracketed cornice and a console at each

end, French plate glass in the show window and doors.

The second story in one room the floor of 5/4 yellow

pine plain wash boards and plain mouldings, three 18 light

windows back the glass lOx 17, three pairs of folding sash

doors front each 8 lights 20 1/2 x 30 with folding inside

shutters hung to the same, two iron piers and 20 clustered

columns with plain caps and iron entablature and bracketed

cornice and a console at each end, one closet under the

stairs.

The third story in one room, the floor of 5/4 yellow

pine plain wash boards and plain mouldings, a water closet

partition off in the southwest comer in which is a stationary

wash stand with marble top and china basin and hydrant
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water and one four light window 10 x 12 hung with hinges,

two 12 light window, back the glass 10 x 20, three twin

windows front each 16 lights 8x21 hung with hinges.

The fourth story in one room, with floor and

mouldings the same a s the 3rd story, plastered window
planks and plank sills, three 12 light windows back the glass

10 X 20, three twin windows front each 16 lights 8 x 17.

The fifth story in one room with floor boards and

window jambs the same as the fourth story, three light

windows back the glass 10 x 20 and three 16 light twin

windows front the glass 8 x 14, trap door in the roof and

step ladder, a hoisting machine with hatchways and doors

lieing in each floor and wall lined under the same, straight

stairs leads from the lower story to the fifth story and stairs

under them to the basement, the stairs to the first to the

second story is fmished with walnut rail and turned balusters

and close string, also a wall rail of walnut (no balusters) the

stairs from the second story to the fifth story enclosed with

board partition painted and a panel door to each story.

The basement story in one room, the floor of 5/4

yeUow pine, the wall and ceiling lined with narrow boards

painted, a water closet enclosed, and a stationary washstand

with marble top and china basin, one pair of folding sash

doors front 12 lights 9 1/2 x 13 with slides and 4 wooden
steps up to them, all the back windows are double hung and

have outside shutters lined with sheet iron except the small

window on the water closet 3 story, the front windows 2nd,

3rd, 4th and 5th stories have no outside shutters and the

sashes are hung with hinges, the gas pipes plastered in

throughout the building, moulded brick cornice front,

battlement walls, and tin roof

D. R. Knight, Surveyor
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2 . Market Study

This study is conducted for the puq?ose of understanding the demand characteristics of the

Philadelphia retail and residential rental markets. Specifically, it will determine the rental

and vacancy rates for buUdings which can be viewed as comparable in their market

orientation to 10 North 3rd Street. This study will narrow down the essential

characteristics of the market in which the building operates, report the relevant data that

pertains to specific buildings in this market, and determine whether this data deviates in any

significant manner from the market data derived from market reports for the Philadelphia

market in general.

A . Secondary Market Data

Residential

Secondary market data suggests that the Philadelphia residential market has grown at a

rapid clip during the 1980's. [Jackson-Cross.6] In the MetropoUtan Statistical Area, over

15,000 residential units were authorized annually for much of the decade. [Jackson-

Cross.6] While the national recession has depressed the number of residential units

coming to market, the stable demand for rental housing by young professionals and the

elderly has caused historically low rental rates to continue increasing. Vacancy rates have

been minimal, between 7% and 10 %. Rental rates have been rising at an average of 8%

per annum. [ULI Development Trends.46] The average monthly rent for a 1 -bedroom

apartment is $670 and a 2-bedroom apartment rents for an average of $875. [ULI

Development Trends.46] It is interesting to note that newly renovated apartments in Center

City townhouses are asking rates as high as $1200 to $1400 for 1 - and 2-bedroom

apartments. [ULI Development Trends.46]
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Retail

Retail space has been leasing from $8-$ 15 per square foot annually. [Jackson-Cross.6]

The glut in commercial space has caused vacancy rates to increase from a traditional figure

of 107o to the current 16%. [ULI Development Trends.48] As several new office buildings

with large retail area come on line within the next year, this figure is not expected to

decline, especially as tenants in lower class spaces trade up to bargain priced, recently

completed space. Rent increases have been flat during the past year and are expected to

continue to be so while the market attempts to absorb the approximately 1.5 million square

feet of empty downtown retail space. [ULI Development Trends.48]

Over the past 20 years. Old City has been experiencing a renaissance. Many buildirigs

have been rehabilitated and been converted from Hght manufacturing or warehouse space to

retail and residential apartment units. [Philadelphia City Planning Commission.2] This

development activity has been spurred on by several factors including: the completion of

the National Park, and Penn' Landing, developments (which have attracted tourists and

shoppers to this area); the creation of the Federal investment tax credits for

rehabilitation(which provide a fmancial investment for the rehabiUtation historic strucmres

or structures contributing to historic districts). Old City is thus likely to continue to

develop into a desirable destination and residential neighborhood area within Philadelphia

in the future. It is important to note that the weakening of the tax credits makes it unlikely

that small scale, community revitalizing development wUl continue at anything close to pre-

tax reform level. This will be discussed more fully in the financing section of this paper.

Old City is zoned for mixed commercial/residential use. Most unrenovated structures are

still devoted entirely to use as job shops to the garment trade. Rehabilitated buildings are

either entirely residential or mixed-use commercial/residential - retail storefronts on the
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ground floor and residential apartments on upper floors. A small number of buildings

remain either totally or partially abandoned. In order to test the figures supplied in the

secondary market data, it will be useful to generate some primary data on rents and vacancy

rates in the Old City neighborhood as a basis for comparison with the overall Philadelphia

marketplace.

B, Primary Market Data

The attached market survey will concentrate exclusively on privately developed buildings

which have undergone rehabilitation and conversion from strictly commercial to mixed

commercial-residential use within the past 5 years. Since the available sample of

comparable buildings is so small, no attempt will be made to apply advanced statistical

decision models to the data. Vacancy ranges and average rents will suffice as the basis for

comparison with and adjustment of the secondary data.

Survey Data

The following survey of properties was conducted over the telephone with agents of the

respective building's managements during April of 1990 in order to arrive at an estimate of

leasing rales for residential and commercial spaces with comparable features to those of 10

North 3rd Street. All buildings included in this survey conform with the characteristics

outlined in the highest and best use portion of this study. They all are designated as

contributing members of the Old City Historic District and are 19th Century commercial

structures which have been converted to mixed commercial/residential useage over the past

twenty years or so. Typically, the ground and basement levels have been converted to

retail space while upper stories have been converted to one or two bedroom apartments.

Certain feamres affecting the marketability of units within these buildings have been noted
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and may have an impact on the leasing rates (more/better features raising rents and

fewer/worse features lowering rents). Such features include the age of the rehabilitation,

quality of the rehabilitation (luxury v standard), and the presence of an elevator, a roof

deck, fireplaces, whirlpools, loft style apartments, bi-level apartments and/or security

systems. Due to limited a pool of buildings available for this study, it is not possible to

establish a strict correlation between the presence or absence of a feature and it exact impact

upon rents. They have been included simply as a guide to determine comparable qualities

of various units and where 10 North Third Su^eet may lie in the range of buildings' quality.

The following abbreviations connote the feamres present in the buildings surveyed: LR =

Luxury Rehab, E = Elevator, B= Bi-Level, F=Fireplace, D=Roofdeck, S=Security

System.
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Old City Market Survey
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C. Summary of Results

This survey indicates an overall vacancy rate range of 7%-15% among the established

residential apartment units in the Old City district . The overall commercial storefront

vacancy rate range is 10%-25% (buildings just being completed are not represented in this

range as they would skew the vacancy outcomes). These vacancy rates falls within the

limits of what is considered normal for a market that is experiencing slow to modest growth

and support the conclusions reached in the ULI report.

Among the one-bedroom apartment tmits, the average monthly rental rate is $626, with a

range of $500-$725. The survey of two bedroom apartments suggests and average

monthly rental rate of $1050 and a range of $750-$ 1225. Very few three-bedroom rental

units existed in the Old City area at the time of the survey.

Retail space in the Old City area averaged $10.46 per square foot per year and ranged from

$8.00 to $12.50.

Property managers of the buildings surveyed indicated plans to raise rents by 0% to 10%

over the coming year. Since many declined to release this information, a reliable average

figure could not be determined. However it is safe to conclude that Old City rent increases

will stay in line with those of the overall Philadelphia residential market figures.

At the time of this survey, the Old City area apartment market reflected a balance between

supply and demand. The number of apartment units under construction in the Old City area

does not threaten this balance. The retail market indicates a certain degree of softness,

though not as great as that as might be encountered in the overall Philadelphia economy.

Old City's unique status as a tourist and entertainment center helps to moderate the effects

of the oversupply in downtown office and retail space.
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3. Rehabilitation Plan

All financial projections are based on a development mix which reflects the building's

current zoning classification as "C-2", mixed commercial/residential. As such, the ground

and basement levels of the building will be devoted to retail commercial use, and levels one

through four will be deveoted to residential purposes. Due to the narrow, long layout of

the floor in the building, the best configuration for the residential space is as two bi-level

two bedroom apartments. The retail space will be average in its amenity level while the

duplex apartments will qualify as luxury space.

In order to simplify our analysis of the historic rehabilitation tax credits, we assume that the

rehabilitation can be completed for $60 per square foot (a very low figure) or a total

rehabilitation cost of $275,000. The total project is estimated to cost $395,000 or $85.83

per square foot.
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4 . Pro Forma Financials

This section of the paper forecasts the operating performance of the building once

rehabilitation is completed. The expenses associated with operating this building are based

on estimates provided by vendors of real estate property management services. The

assumptions underlying the projections are detailed below

A. Pro Forma Assumptions

i . PROJECTIONS

•Format: Multi-year projections are made according to the standard format of 10

years from the day the building is put into service.

•Escalation: All projections will be made in terms of nominal dollars

ii. REVENUES:

Rents: Assuming that the usable square footage will not change substantially as a

result of the design specifications demanded by the building code, units

within the buUding should command the following rental rates.

•Retail/2 Bedroom Mix:

Unit 1, which is allocated for retail usage on the ground (896 gross SF)

and basement (843.75 gross SF) levels, will lease for $10.46 per square

foot. This corresponds to the average rent per square foot for surveyed

retail space in the market survey since the space in 10 North Third is

comparable in quality to that of the buildings surveyed. With 1346 usable

SF on the ground and basement levels, this rate translates into an annual

rent of $14,079. This space cannot be divided as the basement level only

accessible through the ground floor.
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Unit 2, the 1620 gross SF, 2-bedroora duplex on the first and second

floors will rent for $1200 per month.

Unit 3, another 2-bedroom duplex occupying the fourth and fifth floors

(and having roof rights and skylights) will rent for $ 1225 per month. Since

these units are large and will be furnished with many quality features, they

are assumed to rent at above the average rent for 2-bedroora units (near the

top of the range for Old City but not at the top of the secondary data's range

for Philadelphia in general).

•Vacancy rates for residential apartments are set at 7%, and \4% for commercial

retail space. These figures are also based on the results of the market

survey included in this paper.

iii. EXPENSES:

Fixed Expenses :

•Real Estate Taxes: In Philadelphia, rehabilitation projects qualify for a 5 year

tax abatement which freezes the building in question's tax rate at its level

prior to rehab for 5 years. Therefore the tax remains stable at its present rate

of $1750 per year until 1996. At that time the building will be reappraised

(.33 * market value) and taxed at a rate of 7.8%, or an estimated $8622 per

annum (based on the market value at the time of reassessment of $335,(XX) -

a figure arrived at by negotiation with property tax officials). Real estate is

not normally reassessed over a ten year period unless it changes ownership

during that period of time. Therefore no further tax adjustments need to be

made for the rest of our projections.

•Insurance: According to a quote provided by Mather & Sons, Insurance

Brokers, a $1,000,0(X) accident and fire policy will cost $9551 with annual
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increases to account for inflation adjusted annually (for our purposes a 5%

increase per year).

Variable Expenses : Numbers have been based upon typical residential/retail

lease. Landlord is responsible for all operating expenses with the exception

of electricical utility costs.

•Management Fee: Industry standard of 7% is charged.

•Water and Sewage: Estimate based on a quote provided by the Philadelphia

Water Department

•Garbage Hauling: Estimate based on quote provided by Ace Disposal

Company for hauling 80 cubic yards of trash per month.

•Reserve for Replacement: Set-aside of 1-3% of gross revenues for future

repairs and work to roof, floor coverings is an industry standard.

B . Financing

Acquisition Costs

We assume the building can be purchased for $1 15,000. In addition, it is estimated that

closing costs will amount to another $5,000 for a total of $120,000.

Debt Financing

It is assumed that a loan covering 75% of the acquisition costs plus the total development

costs can be secured at a fixed rate of 7.85% for a period of 30 years. Adjusted for bank

loan fees and points, this loan will result in an amortization schedule with the following

principal and interest payments.
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Capitalization Rate

At the time of the writing of this paper, the March, 1990 Grant's Interest Rate Observer

suggests a rate of 9.5% for real estate investments.
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C. Projections
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5. Case Study Tax Schedules
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A . The Economic Recovery Tax Act of 1981
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B. The Tax Reform Act of 1984
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C. The Tax Reform Act of 1986
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D. The Community Revitalization Tax Act
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EXHIBIT Aii: Measured Drawings of Third Street Jazz Building
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EXHIBIT All: Front Facade
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EXHIBIT All: Cross Section
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EXHIBIT All: Basement Plan
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EXHIBIT Aii:Ground Floor Plan
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EXHIBIT All: First Floor Plan
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EXHIBIT All: Second Floor Plan
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EXHIBIT All: Roof Plan
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EXHIBIT B
NPS F<xm 10-900 OMB ^4o 10024-0018
(Oct 1990)

Untt»d States Department of the Interior

National Park Service

National Register of Historic Places
Registration Fonn

This fomi IS for use in nominating of rsquesting delerminaliona tof individual pfoperlies and distncts. Soe instructions in How ro Complete the

NaOoraJ Registw ot Histonc Places Registraoon Form (National Register Bulletin ISA) (^mplete each lem by martcing "i" in the appropnaie t»x or

by enlenng the information requested It an item does not apo*y lo the property being documented, enter "N/A" for "not applicable " For functions,

architectural classification, malenals, and areas of significance, enter only calegores and subcalegones from the instructions. Place additional

enlnes and narrative items on continuation sheets (NPS Form 10-900a) Use a typewnter. vreird processor, or computer, to complete all items

1. Name of Property

historic name

.

other names/srte number

.

2. Location

street & number

.

city or town

state code. county .

D not for publication

D vicinity

code zip code

3. State/Federal Agency Certification

As the designated authonty under the National Histonc Preservation Act. as amended. I hereby certify that this D nomination

C request for determination of eligibility meets the documentation standards for registenng properties in the National Register of

Histonc Places ard meets the procedural and professxsnal requirements set fonh m 36 CFR Pari 60 In my opinion, the property

G meets ^ does not meet the Nalional Register cmena I recommend Ihat this property be considered significant

C nationally D statewide [I locally (_ See continuation sheet for aOdrtional comments.)

Signature of certifying official/Title Date

State of Federal agency and bureau

In my opinion, the property ^ meets '_ does not meet the National Register cmena (D See continuation sheet for additional

comments.)

Signature of certifying otficial/Title Dale

Slate or Federal agency and bureau

4. National Pari< Service Certification

1 hereby certify Ihai the property is

[Z entered in Ihe National Register,

G See coniinuation sheet

G determined eligible for the

National Register

G See continuation sheet.

G determined not eligible for the

Nalional Register

Q removed from the National

Register

G other, (explain )

Signature ol ihe Keeper Dale ol Aciion
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Name o( Property County ana Stale

5. Classification

Ownership of Property
(Check as many txjxes as apply)

D private

D public-local

D public-State

D public-Federal

Category of Property
(Check only one tx)x)

D building(s)

n district

n site

D structure

D object

Name of related multiple property listing

(Enter "N/A" i( property is not part ol a multiple property listing
)

Number of Resources within Property
(Do not include previously hsteo resources m the count

)

Contributing Noncontributing

— buildings

^ sites

structures

objects

.Total

Number of contributing resources previously listed

in the National Register

6. Function or Use

Historic Functions
(Enter calegones from instructions)

Current Functions
(Enter categones (rem mstructior^S)

7. Description

Architectural Classification
(Enter categones from instructions)

Materials
(Enter categones from mstruaions)

foundation

walls

roof.

other

.

Narrative Description
(Descnbe the histonc and current condition of the property on one or more continuation sheets )

2





Name of Propeny County ano Slaio

8. Statement o( SignHicance

Applicable National Register Criteria
(Mark x" in one Of more boxes for the criteria quahhymg the properly

lor National Register lisiing
|

~ A Property is associated with events itiat have made
a significant coniribution to the broad patterns o(

our history

iZ B Propeny is associated with the lives of persons

Significant in our past

C C Property embodies the distinctive characteristics

o( a type, period, or method of construction or

represents the work of a master, or possesses

high artistic values, or represents a significant and

distinguishable entity whose components lack

individual distinction.

JI D Property has yielded, or is likely to yield.

information important in prehistory or history.

Criteria Considerations
(Mark "x" in all ihe boxes that apply )

Property is:

Z A owned by a religious institution or used for

religious purposes.

Z B removed from its original location.

Z C a birthplace or grave.

Z D a cemetery.

Z E a reconstructed building, object, or structure,

Z F a commemorative property.

Z G less than 50 years of age or achieved significance

within the past 50 years.

Areas of Significance
(Enter categories Irom msiruciionsl

Period of Significance

Significant Dates

Significant Person
(Complete it Criterion B is marke<3 above)

Cultural Affiliation

Architecl/Builder

Narrative Statement of Significance
(Explain Ihe signidcarice ot the property on one or more continuation shee's )

9. Major Bibliographical References

Bibliography
(C:te the books, articles and other sources use<3 m preparing this form on one or more continuation sheets )

Previous documentation on file (NPS):

Z preliminary determination of individual listing (36

CFR 67) has been requested

Z previously listed in the National Register

Z previously determined eligible by the National

Register

Z designated a National Historic Landmark

C recorded by Historic American Buildings Survey

#

Z recorded by Historic American Engineering

Record »
.

Primary location of additional data:

D State Historic Preservation Office

D Other State agency

Z Federal agency

D Local government

D University

G Other

Name of repository:
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Name ol Property County and Slate

10. Geographical Data

Acreage of Property .

UTM References
(Place additional UTM references on a continuation sheet

)

1 1 I 1
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EXHIBIT C

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT Of THE INTEWOfl

NATIONAL PARK SERVICE

HISTORIC PRESERVATION CERTIFICATION APPLICATION
Instructions

This application is to be filled out in accordance with regulations set forth in Chapter 1. Title 36 of the Code of Federal Regulations, part 67
and the instructions given below. (Pursuant to section 48<g) and 170<h) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 ) The regulations shall take
precedence in the event of any inconsistency with the requirements expressed in this application. National Park Service approval ol applica-
tions and amendments to applications is conveyed on/y in writing by duly authorized officials of the Federal Government. The decision by
the National Park Service with respect to certification is made on the basis of the descnptions in this application form In the event ol any
discrepancy between the application form and other, supplementary material submitted with it (such as architectural plans, drawings and
specifications), the application forms shall take precedence. Normally, two copies of this application are required; one to be retained by the

State Historic Preservation Officer (SHPO) and the other by the National Pan< Service (NPS). Photographs, architectural plans, drawings and
other matenals submitted with this application become the property of the National ParV Service and may be reproduced by it without permission.

In this package:

Instructions for the Historic Preservation Certification Application

List of National Park Service Regional Offices

Part 1—Evaluation of Significance

Part 2—Description of Rehabilitation

ContinuationyAmendment Sheet

Request lor Certification of Completed WorX

Read the following instructions carefully before filling out tfie attached

application. Type or print clearty in tilack ink. In cases where ade-

quate documentation is not provided, review and evaluation cannot

be completed, resulting in denial of the requested certification.

HISTORIC PRESERVATION CERTIFICATIONS

Federal historic preservation lax incentives are available for any

qualified project that the Secretary of the Interior designates as a

certified rehabilitation of a certified historic structure. These incen-

tives are available pursuant to section 48(g) ol the Internal Revenue
Code of 1986. 90 Stat. 1519, as amended by 100 Stat. 2085, and

section 170(h) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986. 94 Stat. 3204.

Federal income and estate lax deductions for charilafile contribu-

tions of partial interests in a historic property designated a certified

historic property are also available.

A certified historic structure is any structure, subject to depreciation

as defined by the Internal Revenue Code, that is:

• listed individually in the National Register of Historic Places, or,

• located in a registered historic district and certified by the

Secretary of the Interior as contributing to the histonc significance

of the district.

For purposes of the charitable contributions provisions only, a cer-

tified historic structure need not be a building nor t>e depreciable

to qualify.

A registered historic district is any district listed in the National

Register or any districl which is designated under a stale or local

statute which has been certified by the Secretary of the Interior as

containing criteria which will substantially achieve the purpose of

preserving and rehabilitating buildings of significance to the district;

and which is certified by the Secretary as meeting substantially

all of the requirements for the listing of districts in the Natiorial

Register.

A certified rehabilitation is:

• any rehabilitation of a certified historic structure which the

Secretary has certified to the Secretary of the Treasury as bemg
consistent with the histonc character of such structure and,

where applicable, with the distnct in which such structure is

located.

The Internal Revenue Code limits the tax incentrves for rehabilitation

to depreciable structures, i.e., buildings used in a trade or business

or held for the production of income, such as commercial or rental

residential properties. Non-depreciat)Je structures may qualify as cer-

tified histonc structures only if they are the subject of chantable con-

tributions for conservation purposes.

Owners of properties listed either individually or within districts m
the National Register of Histonc Places (a list maintained by the

Department of the Interior) are eligible to apply for certifications

Owners of properties located in slate or local districts may also

apply (or certifications if the statutes establishing those distncls have

been certified by the Secretary of the Intenor and the districts have

been certified by the Secretary as substantially meeting the National

Register Criteria for Evaluation.

To qualify for the tax incentives, property owners must complete the

appropriate part or parts of the Historic Preservation Certification

Application. Completed applcations are sent first to the Slate Histonc

Preservation Officer (SHPO). The SHPO will (onward applications to

the appropriate NPS regional office, generally with a recommenda-
tion. State recommendations are generally followed, but by law all

certidcation decisions are made by NPS on behalt of the Secietary

The NPS decision may differ from the recommendation of the SHPO.
Applications may be sent at any time during the year and may be

sent separately or together (if the two parts are sent separately.

Part 1 must precede Part 2). Simultaneous submission o( Parts l

and 2. however, permits a more expeditious review Pan 2 will not

be processed until an adequately documented Part 1 is on die and

acted upon, unless the property is already individually listed m ihe

National Register.
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A curranl list o( SHPOs. the regulations referenced atxive, or addi-

tional copies of this application may be obtained by contacting one

o< the NPS regional offices listed at the end of these instructions.

Applicants am strongly encouraged to submit applications descnb-

ing proposed work and to receive approval from the NPS pnor to the

Stan ol construction. Owners who undertake rehabilitation proiects

without pnor approval from the National Park Service do so at their

own nsk.

Under the procedures outlined in 36 CFR Part 67, Parts 1 and 2 of

this application will each generally be reviewed within 60 days of

receipt of a completed, adequately documented application (30 days

at the State level and 30 days at the Federal level). Questions con-

cerning the review status of specific applications should be addressed

to the appropriate NPS regional office. Notification as to certifica-

tion will be made in writing by the NPS. A copy of each notification

is provided to the Internal Revenue Service and the SHPO.

Continuation/Amaixlment Sheets. Use Continuation/Amendment

Sheets or blank sheets of paper as needed to provide information

concerning special considerations, to continue sections of the

application for which additional space is needed, or to amend an

application that has already been submitted. On each sheet include

property name and address. Indicate "Part 1" or "Part 2" at

the top of the sheet. Give the item number continued from the ap-

plication and provide information in the same format as on the

application.

PART 1—EVALUATION OF SIGNIFICANCE

The Historic Preservation Certification Application— Part 1 is used

tor the following purposes:

• to request certification that a depreciable building contributes to

the significance of a registered historic district and therefore

qualifies as a "certified historic structure" for the purpose of

rehabilitation.

• to request certification that a depreciable or non-depreciable struc-

ture or building, and. where appropriate, the land area on which

such a structure or building is located contributes to the sig-

nificance of the registered historic district in which it is located,

for a charitable contribution for conservation purposes;

• to request certification that a building does not contribute to the

significance of the registered histonc district in which it is located.

• to request a preliminary determination of whether an individual

building not yet on the National Register meets the National

Register Criteria for Evaluation and will likely be listed in the

National Register when nominated according to the procedures

set forth in 36 CFR Part 60;

• to request a preliminary determination that -a building located

within a potential historic distnct contributes to the significance

of the district;

• to request a preliminary determination that a building outside the

period or area of significance of a registered historic district con-

tributes to the significance of the district

Owners of buildings individually listed in the National Register need

rK)t complete Part 1 in most cases. (Verification of National Register

listing may be obtained from the SHPO or the listing of National

Register entries in the Federal Register). However, owners of

properties containing more than one building must submit a single

Part 1 application that describes all the buildings within the listing.

Owners must report to the NPS through the SHPO any substantial

damage, alteration or change to a property that occurs after issuance
of a certification of significance and prior to a final certification of

rehabilitation.

Evaluation of the Application. The documentation in Part t applica-

tions for buildings within districts must be sufficient l) to make a

judgment about how the building relates to the district as a whole,
and 2) to determine what particular features of the building cortv

pnse Its historic character. In compiling this information it is helpful

to consult the National Register nomination lor the distnct on file at

the office of the State Historic Presen/ation Oflicer or the distnct

documentation at the local historical commission or state office for

certified districts. U should not be necessary m most cases lor the

applicant to do detailed research to desailx the building and to pro-
vide a statement of significance. Owners of buildings which appear
to meet National Register criteria but are not yet listed m the Na-
tional Register, or which are located within potential historic distncts.

may request preliminary determinations from the NPS as to whether

such buildings may qualify as certified historic structures when the

buildings or the districts in which they are located are listed in the

National Register. Preliminary determinations may also be requested

for buildings outside the period or area of significance of a registered

historic district. Such requests will be reviewed for conformance with

National Register criteria published in 36 CFR Part 60 and/or the

Secretary's Standards for Evaluating Significance within Registered

Historic Districts. These requests will be considered only if the sub-

mitted documentation substantially meets the requirements detailed

in 36 CFR 60 and NPS instructions on completing National Register

nomination forms (available from the State Historic Preservation

Officer or the NPS regional offices). Preparing such applications

generally requires professional expertise in history, architectural

history, or related disciplines. Such determinations are preliminary

only and are not binding upon the NPS. Preliminary determinations

ordinarily become final as of the date of the listing of the individ-

ual building or district in the National Register, or for buildings

outside the penod or area of significance of a registered historic

district, when the nomination or district documentation is formally

The Secretary of the Interior's Standard* tor Evaluating

SIgnlflcancs within Registered Historic Districts

1. A building contributing to the historic significance of a

district IS one which by location, design, setting, materials,

workmanship, feeling and association adds to the district's

sense ol time and place and historical development.

2. A building not contributing to the historic significance of

a district IS one which does not add to the district's sense of

time and place and historical development; or one where the

location, design, setting, materials, workmanship, feeling and

association have been so altered or have so deteriorated

that the overall integrity ol the property has been irretrievably

lost.

3. Ordinarily buildings that have been built within the past 50

years shall not be considered to contribute to the significance

of a district unless a strong justification concerning their

historical or architectural merit is given or the historical at-

tributes of the district are considered to be less than 50 years

old.
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amended. This requires: 1) the State Hislonc Preservation Officer

to amend the National Register nomination and tor the amended

nominatioo to be approved by the NPS; or 2) the state or local junsdic-

tion tor certified historic districts to amend the district documenta-

tion and obtain NPS approval. See National Register Bulletin No.

19. "National Park Service Procedures and Policies lor Processing

National Register Nominations," lor further information.

COMPLETING PART 1

1

.

Name of property. Provide the name of the property. Generally

this is its street address. When the building is l<nown by a historic

name, such as the Boston Manufacturing Company, or is called by

its historic name in the district documentation, include that name

also. Provide a complete address, including street, city, county, state

and zip code for the property under consideration. If the building is

located within a registered historic district, provide the name of the

district and check the type of district. Consult the State Historic

Preservation Officer for the correct name of the district.

2. Nature of request. Check box appropriate for your certification

request.

3. Project contact. Provide the name, address and daytime tele-

phone number of the person to whom inquiries regarding specifics

of the application should be made.

4. Owner. Give the owner's name. Sign and date the application.

If the owner is a corporation or partnership, give both the name of

that entity and the name of the person who signs the form. Give the

owner's Social Security or Taxpayer Identification Number. Provide

the owner's address and daytime telephone number. II the property

has multiple owners, their names, addresses, and Social Security

or Taxpayer Identification Numbers must be listed on a continua-

tion sheet. Long-term lessees may apply if a letter from the owner

accompanies the application, indicating knowledge of the applica-

tion and concurrence with its submission.

If the request for certification is for a charitable contnbution (or con-

servation purposes and is for a structure or building with surround-
ing land area, the land area should be descnbed. Boundaries of the

land area should be specilically defined.

EXAfklPLE— Building within a registered historic district: This three-

story, flat-roofed, unpamted brick building, rectangular m shape, was
constructed m 1850. It features regularly-spaced arched windows
on the second and third floors (6 openings on ihe east elevation have

been filled in over the years, exact date unknown). 2-over-2 double-

hung sash, and a prominent bracket cornice. The first floor of Ihe

facade has been altered: the existing storefront dates from ca. 1950.

On Ihe interior, the first floor is divided into two principal spaces—

a

large commercial space in front and a smaller office berwnd. The front

room was modernized in the 1950's and contains no sun/iving histonc

fabric except (or a simple wooden staircase running along the party

wall. A pressed metal ceiling is the most prominent feature in the

rear office; baseboards, panelled doors, and window and door sur-

rounds also survive in this room. The upper doors have two rooms
each, identical in contiguration to the (irst floor; these rooms retain

their onginal appearance, although they coniain no architectural

detailing of any kind (see photographs).

6. Statement of significance. Summarize how the building con-

tributes to the significance of the district. This summary should relate

to the significance of the district (including the district's period of

significance) as identified in the National Register nomination or

district documentation. This statement of significance should also

relate to the Secretary of the Interior's Standards for Evaluating

Significance within Registered Historic Districts, given on page 2.

Is It similar to other buildings in the dislnci in scale, building materials,

style, and penod of construction? Note important figures (rom the

past associated with the building, (ormer uses of the property, and

the name of the architect or builder, if known.

If the request (or certification is for a charitable contribution (or con-

servation purposes and is (or a structure or building with surround-

ing land area, the importance o( the land area to the structure or

building should tie described.

5. Description of physical appearance. Provide information about

the major features of the building on both the sxterxy and the interior.

Describe the building in its present condition (Ijefore rehabilitation),

not as it was when first built nor as it will be after rehabilitation. Note

the architectural style, exterior construction matenals (wood, bnck,

etc.), type of roof (flat, gable, hipped, etc.), number of stories, basic

plan (rectangular, irregular, L-shaped, etc.), and distinguishing ar-

chitectural features (placement and type of windows, chimneys,

porches, decorative intenor features or spaces). Fully describe any

changes that have been made to the building since its original

construction—for example, additions, porch enclosures, new store-

fronts, rekxation of doors and windows, and alterations to the intenor

Other buildings on the property such as carriage houses, barns, and

sheds should also be fully described. (See "Special Considerations:

Multiple Buildings" on page 4 ) Finally, discuss the way in which the

building relates to others in the district or neighborhood in terms of

siting, scale, material, construction, and date.

Provide date of construction, it available, or indicate the approximate

date. Give the source of the date, which may be a map, the district

nomination, a building permit or other official document, or a former

owner. State the approximate dates of alterations, and check wtiether

or not the building has been moved.

EXAMPLE— Building within a registered historic district: The district

IS an intact grouping of architecturally significant commercial and

industnal buildings constructed between 1850 and 1915 that display

a variety of styles and types o( architectural ornamentation popular

during this era. The district is also signiticant as an early manu(ac-

luring and distribution center which led to the city's growth as one

o( the largest cities m the state Industrial growth in the late I9tn

and early 20th centuries required the construction o( larger buildings

and several still exist within the boundaries of the district (see

photographs). This modest three-story building is typical m ap-

pearance and history o( the majority of the buildings m the district

It was originally built (or manufacturing buttons, but was convened

into a store with offices atxive during the 1880's when wholesaling

grew as an important new activity in the distnct. The building is similar

to Its neighbors in size, scale, materials, and style.

7, Photographs and maps. Provide good, clear photographs of the

building and its surroundings as they appeared before rehabilitation

Good photographic coverage is a very important pan o( Ihe applica-

tion. Photographs supplement, and to some extent may substi-

tute for. some of Ihe descriptive material in number 5. They should

show all elevations ol the building, views of Ihe building in its set-

ting on the street, and representative interior spaces and features
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Photographs should be numbered, dated and labeled with the prop-

erty name, the view (e.g., east side), and a bnel descnption of what

is shown. Photographs should be keyed to the application narrative

and sketch map, where appropriate.

Provide a map of the historic district, clearly identifying the lot on

which the building is located: this is necessary to verity the build-

ing's eligibility for the preservation tax provisions. If certification is

being sought for one of a group of buildings that are listed together

in the National Register, a site plan of the group indicating which

of the buildings is under consideration is necessary. For buildings

under preliminary consideration for individual listing, a site plan is

necessary.

If the request for certification is for a chantable contribution for con-

servation purposes and is for a structure or building with surround-

ing land area, include a map specifically defining the tX3undaries and

photographs of the land area.

Special Consld«ratlor\a. Applicants should read carefully tl^ follow-

ing information about certain special considerations that may apply

to their particular case. If a building o in one or more of the categories

described below, additional information will be necessary. If this in-

formation is provided at the outset, the review process should not

be delayed.

Certifications of non-significance A certification of non-significance

is a judgment that a building does not contribute to the significance

of a distnct. The application must clearly demonstrate, therefore, that

the building lacKs the charactenstics that contributing buildings in

the distnct possess. The applicant must show how the building com-

pares to others in its immediate neighborhood and to the district as

a whole. The documentation must address changes that have been

made to the building since its construction. Good photographs are

essential; historic photographs should also be provided if possible.

When certification of non-significance is requested on the grounds

that the building is so deteriorated that the overall integrity of the

property has been lost, it may be necessary to submit a structural

engineer's report and additional information to document physical

deterioration or structural damage.

Moved Buildings. An applicant must provide additional information

to support a certification application for a building that has been

moved or is a candidate lor moving. Such documentation must dis-

cuss: 1) the effect of the move on the building's appearance (any

proposed demolition, proposed changes in foundations, etc ); 2) the

new setting and general environment of the proposed site; 3) the

effect of the move on the distinctive histonc and visual character of

the district; 4) the method to be used for moving the building. Such
documentation must also include pfiotographs showing the previous

and proposed environments, including sites, adjacent buildings, and

streetscapes. For buildings individuaJty listed in the National Register,

the procedures published in 36 CFR Part 60 must be followed prior

to the move, or the buildings will be removed from the National

Register, will not be considered certified histonc structures, and will

have to be renominated for listing.

Properties less than 50 years old. Properties less than 50 years old

are generally considered not to contribute to the significance of a

distnct and are excluded from individual listing in the National Regis-

ter. Properties in this category, however, may be certified if they are

shown to be integral parts of a histonc distrct and the historical

annbutes of the district are considered to be less than 50 years old.

or if they are exceptlona/ly significant. For this reason. Standard 3
of the Secretary of the Interior's Standards for Evaluating Signrficance

within Registered Historic Distncts requires that to coninbute, such
properties must possess exceptional histonc or architectural mem
or the district must encompass significant qualities and charactens-
tics that are less than 50 years old. Documentation for these prop-
erties must explain how the properly meets the requirements For
information on the individual listing of properties less than 50 years
old. refer to National Register Bulletin No 22. "How to Evaluate and
Nominate Potential National Register Properties That Have Achieved
Significance within the Last 50 Years" (available from th« shpo or
from the NPS regional offices).

Multiple Buildings . Properties containing more than one building

where the buildings are functionally related historically to serve an
overall purpose, such as a mill complex or a residence and carriage

fiouse. will be treated as a single certified historic structure when
the property is rehabilitated as part of an overall project. This will

apply whether the property is individually listed in the National

Register or located in a registered historic distnct. Generally, a single

application form may be used to request certification for these

buildings. Documentation, however, must t>e submitted for every

building to be considered for certification. For instance, if a house
and carriage house are both to be certified, a single application may
be used but a description and a statement of significance and full

photographic coverage of each building must t>e provided The owner

should state explicitly which buildings are candidates for certification

of significance or for certification of non-significance A sketch map
or site plan should be provided to show the current relationship of

the buikjings. A single application may also be made to request certifi-

cation in cases where a property is composed of buildings that were

functionally related historically to serve an overall purpose (such as

a mill complex or an industrial plant). In these cases, the complex

will be treated as a single certification and proposals for demolition

of components will be considered in the review of rehabilitation worV.

If buildings are under separate ownership, however, a separate Part 1

application must be filled out by each owner.

Preliminary Determinations. Applications for preliminary determina-

tions must contain substantially the same level of documentation as

National Register nominations, as specified m 36 CFR 60 and NPS
instructions on completing National Register nomination forms

(available from the SHPO or the NPS regional offices). Applications

for preliminary determinations for individual listing must show how
the building individually meets the National Register Criteria for

Evaluation. Specific information about the events, persons, architec-

tural styles, or methods of construction that make the property signifi-

cant in American history, architecture, archeology, engineering, or

culture should be provided. The statement of significance should

specifically identity the historic function of the property, the historic

themes represented by the property, the penod of time when the prop-

erty played a significant role or acquired significance, and the physical

qualities that enable the property to convey its histonc significance.

An application for a building located m a potential historic district

must describe the district and document how the district meets the

criteria and how the building contributes to the significance of that

district. An application for a preliminary determination lor a builfling

in a registered historic district which is outside the period or area

of significance in the district documentation on file with the NPS must

document and justify the expanded significance of the district and

how the building contributes to the significance of the distnct. or Cocu-

ment the individual significance of the building. Applicants should

consult NPS instructions on completing National Register nomination

forms (available from the SHPO or the NPS regional offices) for

guidance in preparing documentation
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PART 2-DESCRIPTION OF
REHABILITATION WORK

The Historic Preservation Cerlificalion Application—Pan 2 must

be completed by all owners of certified fiistonc structures seeking

to have rehabilitations certified by the Secretary of the Interior as

being consistent with the historic character of the structure and,

where applicable, the district in which the structure is located, thus

qualifying as a "certified rehabilitation." A (ee lor review of ail Part 2

applications is charged (see "Processing Fees" page 8) and no

certification decision will be issued until receipt of appropriate remit-

tance. Pari 2 may be used to describe proposed, ongoing, or com-

pleted rehabilitation work.

Whenever possible. Pan 2 should be completed and submitted pnor

to the initiation ol any rehabilitation work. Taxpayers will be notified

in writing whether or not the proposed project is consistent with the

Secretary of the Intenor's "Standards lor Rehabilitation" set forth

in 36 CFR part 67.7 and given on page 6

Proposed work that does not appear to be consistent with the Stand-

ards will be identified, and advice will be given to assist property

owners, architects, or builders in bringing the project into con-

formance with the Standards

Evaluation of the Application. All proiecis are reviewed and eval-

uated in accordance with the Secretary of the Interior's "Standards

for Rehabilitation" (given below, page 6). These ten Standards are

broadly worded to guide the rehabilitation ol all historic structures,

such as industrial complexes, warehouses, schools, commercial

structures, and residences. The underlying concern expressed in the

Standards is the preservation of significant historic materials and

features of a building in the process of rehabilitation The Standards

apply with equal force to both interior and exterior work, and the NPS
reviews the er7f/re rehabilitation project (including any attached,

adjacent or related new construction) rather than just a single seg-

ment of work. Certification is based on whether the overall project

meets the Standards.

or actual proiect completion date Give the number of housing units
before rehabilitation; the number of such unris that are tow-moderate
income: the number of housing units after project completion, and
the number of such units that are low-moderate income. Give the
approximate floor area before rehabilitation in square feet, and ap-
proximate door area after rehabilitation in square feet,

3, Project contact. Provide the name, address, and daytime tele-

phone number of the person to whom inquiries regarding specifics

of project work should be directed,

4, Owner. Give the owner's name. Sign and date the application

If the owner is a corporation or partnership, give both the name of

that entity and the name of the person who signs the form Give the

owner's Social Security or Taxpayer Identification (slumber. Provide
the owner's address and daytime telephone number. If the property

has multiple owners, their names, addresses, and Social Secunty
or Taxpayer Identification Numbers must be listed on a continua-

tion sheet. Long-term lessees may apply for certification if a letter

from the owner accompanies the application, indicating knowledge
of the application and concurrence with its submission.

5 Detailed description ol rehabilitation work. In the numbered
blocks, provide a description of project work, Descnbe the entire prot-

ect and not simply those portKms lor which the tax credit will be
sought Begin by describing site work, followed by work on the

exterior, including new construction, and finally work on the intenor,

A separate block should be used lo describe each work item and
its effect on architectural features or spaces (see examples on
page 7).

In the left block, identify the architectural feature requiring work and
indicate whether the feature descnbed is original to the building, was
added at a later date, or is new construction. Give apprOKimate date
of the feature In the appropriate space describe the physical condi-

tion. Indicate photograph or drawing numbers that show the feature

described.

COMPLETING PART 2

1, Name of property. Provide the name of the property; this is

generally its street address. If the building is known by a histonc

name, include the name also (These names should be consistent

with the names provided on Part 1 or on the National Register

nomination.) Provide a complete address, including street, city,

county, state and zip code (or the building under consideration. Indi-

cate by checking the appropriate box whether the property is individ-

ually listed or located in a registered historic distnct. If it is in a

registered historic district, provide the name of the district. Consult

the SHPO for the correct name of the property or the district. Indi-

cate whether a Part 1 application has been submitted lor the prop-

erty; if so. give the date the application was submitted. If a Part 1

Certification has been received, give the date of the certification and

the NPS project numt)er

2 Data on buildir>g and rehabilitation project. Provide date of con-

struction, and the type of construction (eg,, masonry bearing wall,

wood frame, steel frame, concrete). Give the use(s) of the building

before rehabilitation (eg,, school/vacant), the proposed use after

rehabilitation, and the estimated cost of the rehabilitation If the ap-

plication describes a phased project, give the number of the phase
described in this application, and the total number of phases Pro-

vide the estimated or actual project starting date, and the estimated

In the right block, explain in detail the rehabilitation work to be under-

taken. Describe the effect (visual, structural, or other) on existing

features List drawings, marked photographs, or specification page
numbers that show the rehabilitation work and impact on the existing

building.

Photographs. The applicant must submit a sufficient number of

good, clear photographs with Part 2 to document both interior and
exterior conditions, including site and environment, pnor to any

rehabilitation work and to show the areas ol proposed or completed

work. Photographs of "before" conditions must be submitted even
if the rehabilitation is completed, such documentation is necessa.'y

(or the NPS to evaluate the effect of the rehabilitation on the historic

structure. Where such documentation is not provided review and
evaluation cannot be completed, resulting in denial ol the requested

certilication. Elevations and interior features and spaces of the build-

ings should be shown. Photographs should be numbered, dated and

labeled with the property name, the view (e g . east side) and a brief

description of what is shown, photographs should be keyed to the

application narrative, where appropriate. In many cases, it may be

helpful to mark directly on the photographs the areas of proposed

or completed work. Photographs may be black and white or color,

but must show architectural features clearly Photographs are not

returnable. Check with the SHPO atioul whether or not a duplicate

set of photographs is required (or state dies.
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Th« S«cr«Ury o1 t^M Interlor't Standard* for Rahabilltatlon

The Standards are to be applied to specific rehabilitation projects

in a reasonable manner, taxing into consideration economtc and

technical feasibility. The application of these Standards to

rehabilitation projects is to be the same as under the previous

version so that a project previously acceptable would continue

to be acceptable under these Standards.

1

.

A property shall be used for its historic purpose or be placed

In a new use that requires minimal change to the defining

characteristics of the building and its site and environment.

2. The historic character of a property shall be retained and

preserved. The removal of historic maienals or alteration of fea-

tures and spaces that characterize a property shall be avoided.

3. Each property shall be recognized as a physical record of its

time, place, and use. Changes that create a false sense of his-

torical development, such as adding conjectural features or archi-

tectural elements from other buildings, shall not be undertaken.

4. Most properties change over time; those changes that have

acquired historic significance in their own right shall be retained

and preserved.

5. Distinctive features, finishes, and construction techniques or

examples of craftsmanship that characterize a historic property

shall be presen/ed.

6. Detenorated historic features shaH be repaired rather than
replaced. Where the seventy of deterioration requires replace-

ment of a distinctive feature, the new feature shall match the

old in design, color, texture, and other visual qualities and,

where possible, materials. Replacement of missing features

shall be substantiated by documentary, physical, or pictoriaJ

evidence.

7. Chemical or physical treatments, such as sandblasting, that

cause damage to historic materials shall not be used. The surface

cleaning of structures, if appropriate, shall be undertaken using

the gentlest means possible.

8 Significant archeological resources affected by a project shall

be protected arxJ preserved. If such resources must be disturbed,

mitigation measures shall be undertaken.

9. New additions, exterior alterations, or related new construc-

tion shall not destroy historic materials that charactenze the

property. The new work shall be differentiated from the old and
shall be compatible with the massing, size, scale, and archi-

tectural features to protect the historic integrity of the property

and its environment.

10. New additions and adjacent or related new constructkjn shall

be undertaken in such a manner that if removed in the future,

the essential form and integrity of the histonc property and its

environment would be unimpaired.

Drawings or sketchea. Drawings or sketches are required for

proposed work to show planned alterations or new construction.

They must be sufficiently detailed to show existing wall configura-

tions and anticipated changes. Documentation shoukj include floor

plans and. where necessary, sections and elevations. All drawings

and sketches submitted with the application should be numbered

and should be keyed to the application narrative.

Project Amendments. If changes are made to a project at any

time after submission of the initial application, submit a continua-

tion/amendment sheet. Provide the name and address of the prop-

erty. Check the appropriate box noting whether the form amends

or continues Part 1 or Part 2. and give the NPS project number

assigned to the project (it known). Indicate changes in project

work, grving the originally proposed treatment and the amended

work item descnption. Give the owner's name. .Sign and date the

form. Give the owner's address and daytime telephone number.

Return it to the SHPO. Approval ot amendments fo applications

is conveyed only in writing by duly authorized officials of the

NPS.

Special Rehabilitation Concern*. Several areas of special con-

cern have t>een identified in reviewing and evaluating preservation

tax incentives projects. The "Guidelines for Rehabilitating Historic

Buildings" accompanying the Secretary of the Interior's "Stand-

ards tor Rehabilitation" provide further guidance on ifiese and

other areas of concern. Owners shouW take care to address these

concerns when undertaking work in any of the areas described

below.

Storefront alterations. Justify changes to storefronts and provide

photographs of the areas to be altered. Information should be pro

vided on when the existing storefront was constructed, on what ths

existing physical conditions are. and if a historical treatment i;

planned, on what evidence the proposed new storefront designs an

based Owners are strongly discouraged frcm introduang a storetron

or new design element on the ground floor that alters the charade

of the structure and its relationship with the street or that cause:

destruction of significant histonc matenal.

New heating, ventilating, and air-conditioning (HVAC) systems

Indicate what effect the new equipment and ductwork will have oi

the histonc building material. If the HVAC system requires remova

of windows or portions of walls, describe alternative systems cor

sidered in the design process and why the proposed system wa
chosen. Installation of systems that cause damage to the histon

building material or cause visual loss of character may result in denu

of certification.
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NUMBEB

1

Architectural feature facade brick

Approximate date o( feature ca. 1680

Oeschbe exislii>g feature and its condition:

Hard pressed red bricl( with butter joints in good condition. Mortar

mostly sound, but deteriorated and missing around dowi^spocrt at east

end of facade. Some graffiti at flrst floor.

Photo no. 3. 6 Drawing rro.

DeecritM work and impact on existing feature:

Will selectively hand clean deteriorated joints and repoini

with mortar and joint wkJth to match existing (see spec. pp.
33-35): chemically clean graffiti from first noor piers (see

spec. pp. 30-31).

NUUB€R

2

Architectural feature main staircase

Approximate date of feature ca. 1860/unknown

Descnbe existing feature and its corxjition:

Onginal stair exists between 1st and 3rd fkxirs. Some balusters miss-

ing and treads worn. Later stair from 3rd to 8th floors.

Photo no 9. 10 Drawing no. A-12

Oescnbe work and Impact on existing feature:

Replace missing balusters with matching pieces. Sand
painted banisters and balusters and varnish. Replace
treads as needed. Sand and paint stairs. Retain later stair

as is.

New windows. Indicate the condition of existing windows (sash,

glazing, muntins, etc.) and the reasons for replacement. Photographs

and window surveys must be provided as evidence of severe

detenoration; provide data on the cost of repairing existing windows

versus installing replacements. Owners are strongly encouraged to

retain and repair historic windows. The use ot tinted glass often causes

a change in character and may result in denial of certificatjoc. Where
replacement of existing windows appears justified by supporting

documentation and where the windows are an integral part of the

building's design and character, replacement sash shouW match the

original in malarial, size, pane configuration, color, trim details, and

planar and reflective qualities. Scaled drawings comparing the ex-

isting windows with the replacement virindows should be provided.

Interior partitions and removing interior plaster . Indicate existing

condrtKXi of the interior and document wrtti photographs. Show which

walls are to be removed or altered. Note whether trim elements and

plaster will be affected. Owners are strongly discouraged from chang-

ing floor plans unnecessarily and from exposing masonry surfaces

unless this condition is supported by historical evidence.

Exterior masonry cleaning . Owners are strongly encouraged to clean

masonry only when necessary to halt deterioration or to remove graf-

fiti and stains. Indicate the condition of each material lo be cleaned.

Specify what the cleaning is intended lo accomplish (soot removal,

paint removal, etc.) and what process is lo be used on each masonry

element. When chemical systems are lo be employed, specify the

product to be used and serxl supporting technical data (product data

sheets and material safety data sheets) that indicate the hazardous

ingredients and their pH levels. For all extenor masonry cleaning,

send specifications. For instance, masonry cleaning involving

chemical processes should give cleaning products to be used on
each type of masonry, the strengths (percentage), water pressure

to be used measured in pounds per square inch (psi), amount of water

to be used, measured in gallons per minute (gpm), and the nozzle

tip (measured in degrees) to be used. Provide supporting material

10 show that method selected is the gentlest means possible for this

prtjjoct. Summarize results of lest patches, and indude ck)se-up color

photographs of masonry surtace t>efore and after cleaning as

evidence.

Exterior masonry repair . Indicate deteriorated areas that require

repair and provide evidence that repointing mortar will match the

original in composition (i.e., ratio of lime, cement, sand and any ad-

ditives), color, texture, and tooling. Owners are encouraged to repoint

only those portions of the masonry that require repair.

New additions and new construction. New exterior additions may
alter the appearance and form of historic structures, and may cause

denial of certificatkjn. Similarly, new construction, including site work,

may affect the relationship of a stnjcture to its site, change the historx:

landscape, or otherwise damage the historic character of the prop-

erty. Owners are strongly encouraged to obtain NPS approval before

undertaking projects involving new construction.
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REQUEST FOR CERTIFICATION OF
COMPLETED WORK

A project does not beome a "cerlified rehabilitation" eligible for tax

incentives until it is completed and so designated by the NPS Upon
completion of the rehabilitation proiect. the owner or owners must

submit a Request (or Certification of Completed Work, including

photographs of completed work (both exienor and intenor. preferably

showing the same views as shown in "before" photographs). If a

Part 2 application has not been submitted in advance of project com-

pletion, It must accompany the Request (or Certificatioo of Completed

Work. If a Part 2 application has been submitted tor review of pro-

posed or ongoing work, submit only the Request for Cenification of

Completed Work.

Return the completed (orm to the SHPO, The completed project may
be inspected by an authorized representative of the Secretary to

determine if the work meets the "Standards for Rehabilitation."

To complete the Request for Certification o( Completed Work:

1. Name of property. Provide the name and address of the prop-

erty exactly as furnished in the Historic Preservation Certification

Application— Part 2. Indicate whether the property is a certified

historic structure. If so, give the date of certification by the NPS or

the date of listing in the National Register.

2. Data on rehabilitation project. Give the project number that the

NPS assigned to the rehabilitation proiect, if known. Give the date

on which the project started and the date on which the rehabilitation

work was completed and the building placed in service Provide the

costs attributed solely to the rehabilitation of the historic structure.

Give the costs of new construction associated with the rehabilita-

tion, including additions, site work, parking lots and landscaping.

3. Owner. Give the owner's name Sign and dale the application.

If the owner is a corporation or partnership, give both the name of

that entity and the name of the person who signs the form. Give the

owner's Social Security or Taxpayer identification Number. Provide

the owner's address and daytime telephone number. By his or her

signature, the owner certifies that in his or her opinion the completed

rehabilitation meets the Secretary of the Interior's "Standards lor

Rehabilitation" and is consistent with the work described in the

Histonc Preservation Certrficalion Application— Part 2. On the reverse

of the form, give the names, addresses and Social Security or Tax-

payer Identification Numbers of all owners. Give the NPS project

number at the top of the page. Use a blank sheet of paper if

necessary, taking care to put the NPS project number at the top of

any extra pages.

Processing Fee*. In accordance with regulations set forth in 36 CFR
Part 67.11. application processing fees will be charged for reviews

of requests for certifications of rehabilrtalion except for projects under

$20,000. Do not send payment until requested to do so. The NPS
will notify the applicant of the amount to be submitted by return mail.

Final action will not be taken on an application until payment is

received. Fees are nonrefundable.

The fee for review of propoaod or on^ng rehabilrtation wof* for aJl

projects over $20,000 is $250. The fee for review of completed
rehabilitation work is based on the dollar amount spent on the

rehabilitation as follows:

Fee Size of Rehabilitation

$500 $20,000 to $99,000

$800 $100,000 to $499,999

$1,500 $500,000 to $999,999

$2,500 $1,000,000 or more

If a review of proposed or ongoing rehabilitation work has been made
prior to submission of the Request for Certification of Completed
Work, the NPS will deduct $250 from the total owed lor review of

completed rehabilitation work. In general, each rehabilitation of a

certified histonc stnjcture will be considered a separate project when
computing the amount of the fee Consult 36 CFR Part 67.1 1 lor

exceptions.

Additional guidance on any aspect of this application may be obtained
from the SHPO and the NPS regional offices. Also available from these

sources are the "Guidelines tor Rehabilitating Histonc Buildings. " the

National Register pul:>lications mentioned above, and a senes ol

Preservation Bnefs on topics such as cleaning, coating and repair

ol masonry, storefront atterat>ons, extenor paint problems, andwirxfcw
treatments.

PRIVACY ACT AND PAPERWORK
REDUCTION ACT NOTICE

The information requested in this application is being collected

through the State Historic Preservation Offices to enable the

Secretary of the Intenor to evaluate the historic significance of struc-

tures located in historic districts, and to evaluate the rehabilitation

of such structures. The primary use of this information by the

Secretary of the Intenor will be to certify to the Secretary of the

Treasury that the applicant is eligible (or Federal tax incentives, or

that the applicant is riof eligible (or such incentives. Response to this

request is required to obtain a benefit. This application is used by

the Internal Revenue Service to compute the value of the historic

preservation investment tax credit and other tax incentives accru-

ing to qualified owners of certified historic structures: the applica-

tion must be attached to income tax returns Collection of owners

Social Security Numbers or Taxpayers Identification Numbers is

authorized by Internal Revenue Code section 6109.

Public reporting burden for this form is estimated to average 2 5 hours

per response including the time for reviewing instructions, gather-

ing and maintaining data, and completing and reviewing the form

Direct comments regarding this burden estimate or any aspect of

this form may be made to the Chief. Administrative Services Divi-

sion. National Park Service. P 0. Box 37127. Washington. DC
20013-7127 and to the Odice o( Management and Budget. Paper-

work Reduction Project Number 1024-0009. Washington, DC
20503.
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NctlonaJ Part S*rv4c« Rv^lonal

OfflCM (Culturtl Progr«m«)

Issuing Csrtlflcationa

SUtM wtthin R«flk>n—Fof addrsss and tetephoo* nu(nb«f o< th« p«rtjn«fll Sl»»«
Historic Prwsfvatioo Ottic«, contact me Natkyisl Part S«rrtc« Regxyi*) Offlc*.

Alsaka Region

Preservation Tax Incentives

National ParV Service

2525 Gambell Street

Anchorage, Alaska 99503-2892

(907) 257-2543

Alaska

Mid-Atlantic Region

. Preservation Tax Incentlvee

Natkjnal Park Service

Office of Cultural Programs

U.S. Customs House. 2nd Floor

Second and Chestnut Streets

Philadelphia. Pennsylvania 19106

(215) 597-5129

Connecticut. Delaware. District of Columbia. Indiana. Maine. Marytarxl.

Massachusetts. Michigan. New Hampshire. New Jersey, New York, Ohio.

Pennsytvania. Rhode Island. Vermont, Virginia, West Virginia

Roclcy Mountain Region

Preservation Tax Incentives

National Park Service

12795 West Alameda Parl^way

P.O. Box 25287

Denver, Colorado 80225

(303) 969-2875

Colorado, Illinois, Iowa, Kartsas, Minnesota, Missouri, Montana. Nebraska.

New Mexico. North Dakota. Oklahoma, South Dakota, Texas, Uta^, Wisconsin,

Wyoming

Southeaat Region

Preservation Tax Incentives

National Par* Service

75 Spring Street, SW
Atlanta. Georgia 30303

(404) 331-2632

Alabama, Arkansas, Florida, Georgia, Kentucky, Louisiana, Mississippi, North

Carolina, Puerto Rico, South Carolina, Tennessee, Virgin Islands

Western Region

Preservation Tax Incentives

National Park Service

600 Harrison Street

Suite 600

San Francisco, California 94107-1372

(415) 744-3968

Anzona, California, Hawaii, Idaho, Nevada, Oregon, Washington
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'^ 12^ UNfTED STATES DEPARTMENT OF THE IffTERtOfl ^ 102*0009

NATIONAL PARK SERVICE

HISTORIC PRESERVATION CERTIFICATION APPLICATION
PART 1 - EVALUATION OF SIGNIFICANCE

NPS Offlca Um Onty MPS OfflM Um Onty

NRtS No ProfKt No

InttrucOona: Reao trt« instructions carsfulty Mfort compioting •pplK:aiion No cvmficitNxi wrfl E>« msM unl*w CDfnpi«itd appttcatxyi fcym h«9 b««n f«cftrv«d

Type or print d«arly m DUck mk If toditiona) ic>«c« '« r>«ed«<]. um continu«tion sh*«ts or ittftch biank »r>««ts

1. Nam* ol propfty:

AMt9Si of profMfTy Str*«i

C(ty CooTfty Stai« Zip

Njm« of hisionc district:

D NatKX\al R*gist*r distnci D c*ruft*d stata or local chstnci Q potantiat histonc dtstnct

2. Chach natura of raquaat:

CJ cartrftcaton that tha building contnbutas to tha s^gntficanca of Iha alxjv*-r\amad hiatonc diatncl (or NattoruJ Ragman property) for tha purposa ol rftraD>iit2t>on

Cj cenif>cat>on that tha struauro or building and. wrt«r« appfopnats, tha tarxl araa on wfuch such a strudura or bu^dmg « kxaiad cortnbuias to iri«

Significa'-ca of tha abova-A*mad rxatorx distnci for chantapta comnbutiofi tor corttarvatxxi purpoa**

l3 caorficatKxi tr\ai tha buiksiog doas r>ot contnbuta to tha signrficanca of tha abova-Aamad dtatna

Lj pra<imir\arY daiarmination tor irMSivKlual listing m tha NatiorLaJ Ragtsiar

Q pfatiminary dalermmatton tfut a buik]Jr>g tocatad withm a pctantial Ivstonc dtatnct contntx/ta« to tha ttgnrftcanca of tha dtstnct.

D pralimtnary datarmtnation that 1 building outstde tha panod or araa of s«gnrficanca comr>butas to tha ngniftcanca of tha diatnci.

3. PTofact comact:

Nama

Streal City

Stale Zip Oaytima Taiaphona Numbar

( haraby anast that tha mtormation I have provtdad ls. to tfia bast of my knowtadgs. corraci. and that I own tha proparty daacnbad aPova I ur>oar5tand that

fa>si'»cation of (actual represanations m this app*tcaiion ts subfact to cnmmaj sanctioru of up to SiO.CXC m f»f>as or ifnpn»onn->ant tor up to frva yaars pursuant

to 18 U SC 1001

Nama Signature Data

Or^amzaton

Social Sacunty or Taxpayar kjantrfication Nunibar

Slraat City

Stata Zjp Oaylima Teiaphona Numbar

NPS Otnca Uaa Onfy

Th« NaicnaJ Park Sarv»ca hat r»vi*wr»d tha Historic Presarvaiton Cartiftcaiion Application — Pan 1" tor tha abova-nam«d proparry and naraCy determines tria:

tha proparty-

[^ contnbutas to tha s*gnffte*r>c* of tha aPova-namad dtstnct (or Nattor^aJ Ragistar property) and * a "carufiad histonc structure ' *or tria purpose o( renaonta'.'on

C coninbutas 10 tt>* signrficanca of tha abova-namad distnct arvj « a "canjfiad histonc structure" for a chaniaPla contnbuiion tor consarvat>on purposes .n ac-

cordance witn the Tax Treatmani Ejrtension Act ot 1980

C doas rxx contribute to the significance of rfia aoova-namad distnci

Preliminary Del errn.nations

(Z! appears 10 m«et tha N4tior\aJ Ragtstar CntarLs for Evaluation and wrfl iikefy be listed m the NalionaJ Register of Histonc Places >f nominated by tne Siaie

Historic Preservation Officar according to tha procedures set tonh m 36 CFR Part 60

CD doas not appear 10 rnaat tt^ NationaJ Rag<sier Criteria for Evaiuatxxi and onU likety not be listed m tha NaiiooaJ Register

D appears to conmbuie to the significance of a poiential hisiooc distna. which wilt hkety be listed m the National Ragisiar of Historic Places if fxjfPinated by me

Stale Histonc Presarvation Officar

LJ appears to contnbute to tha stgnificanca of a registered historK distnct but rs outstde ttie paood or area of significance as documented m me Nat'cnal

Register nommatcn or disirvrT docurT>entaiion on file wrth the NPS.

G doas not appear to quality as a cartifiad histonc sinjoure

Date Nat>or\a( Park Service Authorized S-gnature Naiorxa/ Park Sar^ce Otfican'e*ao'yx>e No

Lj See Artacnmems
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Prop«rry Nam*

HISTORIC PRESERVATION
CERTIFICATION APPLICATION- nps ome. um owy

PART 1

Pr0|»cl Numb«f

Property AddrMS

S. Oatcrlptlon ol physical «pp«(nnc«:

Dale of Conslruclion Source o( Dale:

Dale(s) of Alleralion(s):

Has buiktmg been moved? D yes G no If so. when?

6. Statement of algnlllcanca:

7. Photographs and maps.

Attach photographs and maps to application

Coniinuaiion sheets attached. C yes C no
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ft«v 12/90

NPS OtftM Um Onty

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OP THE INTERIOR

NATIONAL PARK SERVICE

HISTORIC PRESERVATION CERTIFICATION APPLICATION
PART 2 - DESCRIPTION OF REHABILITATION

NPS Omc« Um Onfy

NRIS No PrOt»C1 No

0MB ApOrOv*C

No t024-0009

ln«tn«c1lon«: P«ad th« mslrucltons carafuity bafor* compi«ting appttcaion No cenificatton «nll M m«<3« uni*M comp(et*o ipp<>catioo form nu D*«n r»c«fv*o

Typ« Of print cl««rly m tXack ink II «(j<3rtton*i space i» n»«<J«<]. um continuitton sh««ts w «rtacn Wank 5h««u A copy of tf>i$ lorm may b« P'0vmJ»<3 lo fi« intemai

R«v»nu« Serv»c« The decison Dy ihe Naitorai Park Service *aih fe»c*ect lo ceaificaiton is rnaoe on the baiit of tne cJescnpion* in triij apc>*ical«n form In tne

•vent ol any discrepancy between the appJcaton form and other. suppleT^en|ary material auDmrned with rt (euch as a/chtecturaJ piana. drawings and specitica-

Itons). the appltcaiton form 5^aJl take precedence

1. Name of propefty:

Address of pfoperry; Street
.

Cty _ County

O Listed mdrviduatty m the National Register of Histonc Ptaces. give date of listing:

Q Located m a Registered Histonc District, specify'

.2*.

Has a Pan l Applicaton (EvaJuat«n of Sign.fvcance) been submined for ihis project? G yes C r>o

N yes. date Part l submrned Date of cenificatton NPS Protect Number .

2. D«U on building and rehabilitation project:

Date building constructed

Type of construction

Total number o( housjf>g unrts before rehab«lriaDon _

Number that are low-moderate income:

Usa($) before rehabilitation:

Proposed use(s) tnm rehabilitation

Estimated cost of rehabilitation:

This application covers phase number

.

Project/phaM start date {est ) „

3. Protect contact:

Name

Total number of housing units after rehabfkaton:

Number mat are iow-mode<ate income

Root area befors renabiiitatton

Fk»r area after rehabilitation

Compietion date (est.)

SUMt

State _

City

2jp Daytime Telephone Number.

I hereby inesi that the mlormition i have prowled 4. to the best of rny iiryjwieoge cor'sct. and :hat i own the property descnoeo abcvs I ynoersand ihai 'atsiticaion of

facTiiaJ represent ations m th^ application 4 s^Dreci to c-^minai sarctiont of jp ;o SiO.OOO >n Tines or <mprsonment tor jp 10 frve years pursuam to '6 U S C 1OO1

Nanw Signature Date

Organizat«n

Social Security or Taxpayer identificatKyi Number

Street -

Stale Zip

C-ty
.

Daytime Telephone Number

NPS Omce Um Only

The National Park Service has reviewed the "Histonc Certification Application — Part 2" for the at>ove-named property and Has determined

CI that the rehabilitation descnbed herein is consistent with the historic character of the procMity or the disinct in whtch it rs locaiad and tfiai the project

meets the Secretary of the interior's 'Star>dards for Rehabilitation " This letter is a preliminary oetefmmaiion onty, since a fom\aJ certification of renaDiiita-

tton can be issued only to the owner of a "certrfed h>stonc structure " after rehabilitation work is completed"

that the rehabilitation or pfoposed renabiiitation will meet the Secretary of the Interior's "Standards for Rehabilitation '
rf the attached conditions are met

C that the rehabilitation or proposed rehab<lilation is rwt consistent with the histonc character of the property or the distnct m which d is located ana that the

projea does rtot meet the Secretary d the Interiors Standards tor Rehabilitation " A c»py of this form will be provided to trie internal Revenue Service

Date

O See Attachments

National Park Service Ajthonzed Signature National Pa:it Se*v>ce CWce/Teiepnone No

n't





Properry Nam*

HISTORIC PRESERVATION
CERTIFICATION APPLICATION- unomco-o,*,

PART 2
,

i
Profeci Numo»f

Propony A<Mre4»

5. DCTAJLED OCSCRIPTION Of R£HABJIJTATK>K/Pft£StRVATK>H WO«K—InduOM vf worn, n#w construction, ailtnlwi, ttc CompJ#(» otockj

NUMBER

1

Architectural feature
_

Approiimate oate ol learure .

Descnbe existir%g feature an<3 rts corxJilion

Drawing no

Describe work and impact on ensimg feature

NUMBER

2

Arc^l1ec1u^al feature

ApproKimate c}ate ot 'earure .

Descnbe existir>g feature and its cor^dmon

Drawing no

Descntse worK and imped on existing feature

NUMBER

3

Architectural feature

Approximate date of feature .

Describe existir>g feature and its condrtton

Drawir>g no

Describe work ar>d impact on existing feature

NUMBER

4

Archftectural feature -

Approximate date of feature .

Descrit)e existing feature ar>d its conditcn

Photo no Drawir>g no

Describe work and impact on existing feature
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Property N*m«

Proo*^ MCrBU

HISTORIC PRESERVATION
CERTIFICATION APPLICATION- hps Oftie. u» On»,

PART 2
Project Numo«f

NUMBER

5

A/cTiittctural (•4turt

Approximata c}«te of tMturc ,

DMcntM existing feature and its con<3itton

Drawing no.

D««cnbe work ano impact on existing fvature:

Nuueen

6

A/cnitecturaJ feature

ApcKoiimate date o1 feature ,

D«scnba existing fftature arxJ its condition

Drawing no

Describe wont arxs impact on existing fea:ure

NUM8£n

7

Architectural feature

Approximate dale ot feature _

Oescnbe existir\g 'earjre arx3 is conflitK>n

Drawir>g no

Describe work and impact on existirig fsature:

NUMBER

8

Architectural feature .

Approximate date of feature .

DescnOe existing feature and rts cor^jiton

Orawir>g no

Describe work and impaa on existing feature
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Propany Name

Properry Address

HISTORIC PRESERVATION
CERTIFICATION APPLICATION-

PART 2

NP3 Offlct Um Onty

Pf0f«cl Num£)»f

Nuwe£n

9

A/cHdeauraJ leature

Approiimaie dare of feature _

Describe ex'Siir^g feature ar>d iis cor^dI1»o^

Orawir>g no

Describe work and impact or^ eioiing feature

NUMBER

10

Arcniteciaral feature

Approximate date of feature _

Descnbe exisiir>g feature and 'is corKjiton

f Pnoto rx) Drawing no

Describe worn arK3 impact on ensimg feature-

NUMBER

11

A/chiteaural feature

Approiimaie dale ol feature .

C Describe esistirvg teature and its condttcn

Drawing no

Describe wort and impaa on eiisimg leature:

NUMBER

12

Architectural feature -

Approiimate date ol feature .

Descnbe existing feature and its condrion

PI Phoio no Drawing rto

Describe wort and .mpact on existing feature
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Propeny N»m«

Pioeeny MO'm

HISTORIC PRESERVATION
CERTIFICATION APPLICATION-

PART 2

NPS Otnct Uu Only

PfOjacl NumD«r

NUW8€n

13

Arcfliitciu'ii '•aiu'e

Aoconmate oaie of teaiu'e .

OescT:t>e eiisiing Isaura anc 'ts conc;iicn

Ofawi'vg no

D«5cr<M woTK ano impact on anstmg 1«ature

NUMBER

14

ArcJiitecTurai 'eaiu'e

Aporo»ima!e cate c* 'eaiure _

Describe ftitsimg 'eaiure ar>c its tondition:

D'awi*^ 1^0

O«scfioe *ro^ lAO impact on susiiftg 'eature

NLMBEP.

15

Arcrmecturai 'eatjre _

Approiimaifl caie o' 'eatu^e _

Describe ensiing *eaiuf9 and ts coraiton

Ofiwioq TO

NUUBER

16

Afchr'ecij'al 'ea!ufe -

Acofoximaie Caie o( 'eature .

Describe ensimg feature and its corcition

D«scnc>e wort an<3 mpact on e»ist:ng tcaiure

Descr:bfl wo'>> and impact on ensimg 'ea'o'9
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Property N»fTv«

Propeoy Aaoreis

HISTORIC PRESERVATION
CERTIFICATION APPLICATION-

PART 2

NPS Offlc* Um Ontf

Pfoied Numtxr

NUMBER

17

Archtteaural t«alur«

Approximaie date ol 'eaturs .

Describe ai'Sttng feature ina its cona<iion

Drawing no

De»cnC>« '^fon arnJ impaa on existing feature

NUMBER

18

Archiiectural feature

Appfoximaie date of feature .

Describe eitslirtg feature artd rts condition:

Orawng no

Describe wort a/xJ impact on emsiiog feature

NUMBER

19

Architectural feature

Approiimate date o' feature .

Describe existing feature and its condition

Drawing no

Describe wot ano impact on existir>g feature

NUMBER

20
Architectural feature .

Approximate date of feature _

Describe ensimg feature and its cond'ton

Drawing no

Describe woni ar\d impact on existing feature
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1

Fom io.ie«B OMB Aocovee

'^ '^ CONTINUATION/AMENDMENT SHEET ""
'°'*^

Historic PreMrvatlon

Certification Application

P'op«rTy N«m«

Prop«<ly Adorsss

ln«tructJon«. Read the mstruatons ca/efully Oetore csxT\p*«if>g Type o< p^m aeerty .n cuack mk Use tnis sheel to continue s«aions o( the Pan i and Pan 2 ao-

p4)C«Iion. or to amend an appttcation aJready suDmined Photocopy additional sheets as needed

This sheel G continues Pan t lI continues Pan 2 I] amenda Part 1 G amends Pan 2 NPS Protect Numoer

Name &gnatura

Street City

State Zip Daytime Telephone Numoer

NPS Offtc* Um Only

n The National Park Service has determined that these proiect amendments meet the Secretary of the interior's "Standards

(or Rehabilitation
"

G The National Park Service has determined that these project amendments will meet the Secretary of the Interiors "Standards

for Rehabilitation" if the attached conditions are met,

G The National Park Service has determined that these project amendments do not meet the Secretary of the Interiors

"Standards for Rehabilitation."

Dale NationaJ Park Service Autnorued Signature National Park Service Ottice'Teiepncne No

C See Attachments

1 ho





CONTINUATION/AMENDMENT SHEET

Property Nam*

Historic Preservation

Certification Application

Proparry AtJOrass

]k]





form l0-18«e 0MB Aopn)v«a

"*" '^ CONTINUATION/AMENDMENT SHEET '*
'°"^^

Historic Preservation

Certification Application
Pfopertv Name

Proijerty AcKlress

Instructtont. Read the inslfuctons cafe'un> Mtcye ccmoietin^ Type of pnni deafly m olacK ink Use tftis sheet to continue secrons o' the Pan l and Pan 2 ao-
pi.cation Of to amenfl an appJ-cation aifeacy suommeo PNsfocopy aodntonal sheets as nee<3«d

This sheet i_ continues Pan i
: ,

continoes Pan 2 amencjs Pan l '^ afBen<js Pan 2 NPS Pfotect Nufnoei

Nafne Signature

Sireel ^ City

Stale ZiO Daylime Telephone Nufnbef

NPS OHIce Use Only

C The National Park Service has delermine<j that these project amendments meet the Secretary of the Interior's "Standards
lor Rehabilitation."

C The National Park Service has determined that these project amendments will meet the Secretary of the Interior's 'Standards

lor Rehabilitation" if the artached conditions are met.

n The National Park Service has determined that these project amendments do not meet the Secretary of the Interior's

"Standards for Rehabilitation"

Date Nalional Ptrx Sefvce A^thOfized S-gnatufe National Pant Service Oflice/Teiephone Nc

C See Attachmenis
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CONTINUATION/AMENDMENT SHEET

Property Nam*

Historic Preservation

Certification Application

PfOp«fTy AcMreM
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Focm lO-ieac UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR Om8 AecKovai

R«v 12/W3 Ho 1024-0OO9

NATIONAL PARK SERVICE

HISTORIC PRESERVATION CERTIFICATION APPLICATION

REQUEST FOR CERTIFICATION OF COMPLETED WORK

NPS Offic* Um Onty:

NfllS No

In»tructtoo«; Upon completion o( the 'ehacti nation, rerum ttin (onn *im f»ores«ntaiive photographs of th« completed wont (both exierof and mieriof v-ewsj lo the

appropfiate reviewing otfice H a Pan 2 application r\As xrt been subminefl m a<Jvance of pfOfect compietKXi, tt must accompany this Request tor Cenification o'

Compieted Work A copy of this lorm will oe prowsed lo [r>e internal Revenue Service Type oc pnni clearly m piack ink. The decision Cy the National Pant Serv.ce

with resfwd to certification is made on the &asis of the d*»cnptions in this application fofm In the event of any discrepancy Dehw«en the application fomi ano

other suppi«m«niary maienai supmined with it (such as architectural plans, drawings and specifications), the application form shall take precedence

1. Name of property:

Address of p<op«Ty Street

Ciry County Stale 2Jp
.

Is property a certified hisionc $iri>aure'' C yes Q rw II yes. date of certification by NPS

or date of listir^g m the National Register

2. Data on rehabJHUtion pfoject:

Nator^al Park Service assigned rehabilitation profeci number

Project starting date

RehatxIilalKKi work on this properry was completed and rt>e buildmg placed m service on

Estimated costs arinbuted soWy to th« rehabilitation of the hisionc structure $

Estimated costs annbuied to new construaion associated with (he

rehabilitation, including additions, site worti, parhmg tots, landscaping S

3. Own«r: (space on reverse tor additional owners)

I hereby appty for certittcalion of rehabilitation work descnbed above for purposes of the Federal tax ir>ceniives 1 hereby attest that the information orovioed >s

to the best of my knowledge, correct, and that -n my optnion the completed rehabilitation meets the Secretary's 'Stanoaros for Rehabilitation ' ano is consis-

tent wnn the wont oescnped -n Part 2 of ttie h.stone Preservation Certification Application I also anest that I own the property described aoove i jnoerstand

that lalsification of faaual representations m this application is subject to cnmmai sanctions of up to JiO.OOO m fines or impnjonmeni for up to five years pur-

suant to 16 U S C lOOi

Name Sigr\ature Date

Organization
. ,.

Social Security or Taxpayer Identiiicaiioo Number
,

Street City
.

State Tip Daytime Telephone Number

NPS Offtce Um Onty

The National Park Service has reviewed tfie "Histonc Preservation Certification Application — Part 2" for the atx)ve-'isied certified hisionc structure ano nas

determined

3 thai the completed rehabilitation meets the Secretary of the interior's "Standards for Rehabilitation ' ano is consistent wiin the historic character o* the

property or the district m which it is located Eftective the date indicated be*ow the rehabilitation of the certified historic structure ' is hereoy aes-griatec a

certified rehabilitation " A copy of this certification has been provided to the Department of the Treasury m accordance with Federal law This lene' of cer-

tification IS lo be used in con|unction with appropriate Inierriai Revenue Service regulations Questions concerning specific ta;i conseouences or inie'preia-

lions of the Internal Revenue Code sfxxiid be addressed lo the appropriate kxai inierna) Revenue Service office Completed projects may be inspected by

an authorized representative o( the Secretary to aeiermir>e if the work meets the Standards for Rehabilitation ' The Secretary reserves the ngnt to mane

inspections at any time up to five years after completion of the rehabilitation ar>d to revoke certification, if .t is deiermmed thai the rehabilitation pro-eci »>&%

not undertaken as presented by the owr>er m n%e application form and supporting documentaton or the owner upon oCtainir>g certification, undertoo"

unapproved further alterations as part of the rehabilitation project inconsistent with the Secretary's Standards for Renaoiiitafion "

C that the rehabilitation $ not consistent with the historic character of the property or the district m which it is located and that the project does not meet me
Secretary of the Interior s Standards tor Rehabiination ' A copy o( this form will be provided to the Internal Revenue Service

Date National Pani Service Autr»orized Signature Natonai Parit Service Office/Teiesnone No

ZZ See Attachments

\kk





REQUEST FOR CERTIFICATION OF COMPLETED WORK, continued

NPS PrO)«cl No.

Additional Owners

Slf««l

C»y Sun Zip

Soaat S«cunlY of Taxpayer kjentificalion NumMr.

Name

Sireel

City .
Siaie Zip

Social Socunty Of Tajtpayer lOentificalion Number .— .—.—

City __-__^^ Slate Zip

Social 3«cunty or Taxpayer Identification Number
.

City^ Slate Zip_

Social Secunly or Taxpayer IOentificatK>n Number _.

City : Stale Zip
,

Social Secunty Of Taxpayer Identification Number .^

City Zip

Social Secunty Of Taxpayer Identirication Number'

U5
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